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ABSTRACT

The prefaces, letters,

and other writings that comprise what might

be termed the "documentst' of French naturalism provide an imoortant

context in judging the works of Arnold Bennett. His saturation in the
thought of these documents, either as the thought is expressed in the

novels for which the documerits are often prefaces or as rt r.S expressed
in the

doCumenES r.hpmco1r¡oq

development as an author.

i" Central to an underStanding of Bennettts

The concern with style, dispassionate obser-

vation, and the ordinary details of life that Bennett sleane,d from
French naturalisËic theory r,{as combined with his how particular choice

of subject matter--the middle class--and his or"n insistence on
"Christlike,

all-embracing compassíon.

a

r'

Bennett's use of the theme of eompromise and failure in four novels
serves to illusËrate the develonment of his naturalism. A Man from the

North, Bennettrs first

of

French

published novel, shows most explicitly

naturalistic theory.

compromise

In it. Richard Larchrs artistic

in going to live in the suburbs is

failure is strictly in

accordance

an unhappy ending to a novel,

the effects

seen as a

failure; this

with the naturalistic conception of

The O1d I,Jives'Tale. in contrast. takes

a much more balanced approach to comoromise and failure.

The fate

of all the would-be heroes in that novel is that they nriss greatness,
with the possible exception of Constance Baines. Clayhanger and These
Twain present

the story of Edwin Clayhanger,

whose compromises and

defeats at the hands of his wife, Hilda Lessways, are seen to be

victory for him; the victory, Bennett implies, arises from

a

Edwin's

recognition that romance is possible in the everyday details of middleclass existence. Thus Bennett reshaped French naturalism throughout
the course of his career. Although he sti1l relied upon naturalistic
techniques of observation and narration, Bennett, at the end of his

career, differed greatly from his French predecessors in his point of
view on the effect of compromise and failure on the individual life

of a

member

of the middle class.
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Chapter

One

Introduction
Arnold Bennett and the Principles of French NaËuralism

By the time Arnold Bennett died

in 1931, his reputation as

a

serious naturalistic novelisË had been overshadowed by his popularity
as a criÈic for the Evening stándard, as a writer of popular philoso-

phies and fantasias, and as a public representative of Èhe world of

belles-lettres.

His insistence thaË art and profit

arily antithetical

annoyed

the intelligentsia of his

inspired such attacks as Ezra
poem

\^iere

pound

I

s caricature of

ovm

not necess-

time

BennetË

and

in

the

"Mr. Nixon" and Virginia l,troolf's essay "Mr. Bennett and Mrs.

Brol¡n." In the latter work, I,ioolf argues thaË BennetË fails to estâblish character; concerned only r"¡ith externals, he cannot see into
the soul of Mrs. Brov¡n. The essay
sympathy

demonsÈrates

the Georgian lack of

with the literary techniques of the Edwardians. This Georgian

disdain for what Ëhey saw as a preoccupation only with detail in
BennetË's

writing,

maËched

by a distaste for his admitted interest in

arË as a money-making venture, conÈributed to the decline in BennetËfs

critical reputation after his
BennetËts

death.

criÈieal reputation has since risen. Beginning wíth

hlalter Allenrs Arnold BennetË in 1948, a number of books have

written in defense of

BennetËrs

critical reputation, yet

been

Ëhere

is

a

basic truth in the Georgian charges Èhat has not yet been ansr¿ered.

BenneËt, in hís novels and j-n his life'

vtas indeed attmaterialisÈ"

concerned r"rith the concrete everyday details of life,

as Virginia Woolf

inplied in "Mr. BenneÈt and Mrs. Brorn¡n." This materialism, if a concern
with detaíls may Lhus be called, is of the essence of his arE, however,
Bennett is above all

and not an annoying interrupt.ion of it.

a

naturalist, concerned vrith capturing Lhe realistic details of life
it is lived by the mass of

conmon

as

humanity. Throughout his career

Arnold Bennett maintained a close affinity

for the practice of liter-

ature as a form of naturalistic observatíon, an affinity

forrned Ëhrough

his early readÍngs in French naturalistic authors. It is wit.h this
affinity

Ín mind Èhat his serious novels must be studied.

Much has been

wriLten on Bennettts debt to

French predecessors; Louis Tillier

Bennett's Novels

(1969

I

Èhe novels

s Sludies in the

of his

Sources

of Arnold

) is one excellent example. As early as l91l

Bennett commented upon the connections between hís writíngs and those

of the French naturalists, noting that his critícs had found
similarities:

"I,loi-mème, j'ai

toujours suivi les maîtres français, et

f influence française qui se fait sentir dans mes ouvrages å dtå
souvent remarquáe par la critique."l

Nevertheless few critics have

related Bennettfs writings to the current of naËuralíst

dogma

present

ín the letters, prefaces, and oÈher expository prose of the French
naturalists.

A comparison of Bennettts o\.rn thought with several such

documents, therefore, provides an interesting supplemenE to those

studj.es, such as Tillierrs,
predecessors in fiction

of what

may

that seek to establísh French naturalistj-c

for BenneËtrs novels. Further, an examination

be termed the documents of French naEuralism provides

a

context for the examination of one of Bennettfs central t.hemes: the
compromises and

failures of life as they are experienced by the English

middle class.
While works such as Tillierrs

concentrate on the similarities

of

Bennettts work to the works of Ehe French naturalists, this thesis
seeks Lo prove that Bennet.trs art is subtly of a different kind.

Plore

precisely, it is the shift. in t.he authorial attitude Eoward compromise
and failure that marks a departure by BennetË from his French models,

a

change in attítude necessitated by the equally important shift in

subject. BenneEt takes the niddle class" rather than the lower classes,
as being representative of English life.

Chapter One ¡.¡ill examine the

aest.hetic tenets of both the French naturalists and Bennett as revealed
Ëhrough their non-fíction writings"
theme

of artistic

Chapter Two wifl analyze the

faílure as a possÍble structure in A Man from the

North, Bennett's first published novel. An analysis of the remaking of
the concept of heroine in The Old l^Iives' Tale will constitute Chapter
Three, and an analysis of the elevatÍon of failure ínto romance ín

the Clayhanger trÍ1ogy will constitute Chapter Four. Through these
analyses" it !¡i11 be possible to see just how far Bennett seems to
range from his naturalísEÍc roots while yet remainÍng true Ëo the

spirit of minute observation mandated by French naturalistic theory
as it is propounded in what may be termed the "documents" of French
naturalism.
Although French naturalism is assocÍated primarily with Zola's

writings of the 1880's and 1890fs, naturalism is actually an outgrowth
of the French realism of Flaubert. Maurice Larkín's

Man and

Society in

NineËeenth-Century Realism traces the concept of determinism back to

Stendhal, but the basic tenets of naturalism as ZoIa coneeived it have
n

their beginnings in Flaubert"- Ironically,
Ëhan

Rlauberl himself was less

enthusíastic about being affilÍaËed wj-th the realist movement. In

a letter to George Sand dated February 6, L876, he wrote, "I hate what
is conventionally called realism, although people regard
its high priests."-

2

me

as one of

Flaubertts letters, hov¡ever, describe the realístic

strove to \.rrite his novels " and certain phrases
prefigure the concerns of the IaËer naËuralísËs. One such concern is
emphases under which he

"Let us always bear in mind,'t he wrote to
his mistress Louíse Colet, t'that impersonaliry Ís a sign of strength"
the impersonality of art.

Let us absorb the objective;let

it circulate in us, until it is exter-

nalized in such a way that no one can understand this marvelous

chem-

/,

istry.t'- Flaubertrs use of the term chemistry indícates the specifíc
direction toward whÍch the naturalists would later turn: to¡¿ard a
scientific objectivity.

To Mademoiselle Leroyer de Chantepie, Flaubert

gave a more specific statement on the correlation betv¡een art and

scíentífic method: "Art ought, moreover, to rÍse above personal feelíngs
and nervous susceptibilities!

It is time to give it the precision of the
q

physieal sciences, by

means

of a pitiless method!"- The objectivity

here associated with the scientific method became central to the
French naturalists, who sought to vafidate their works by insisting

that the events presented vrere Precisely documented" Through the
absence of the author and the impersonality of the style, the natural-

ístic novel was supposed to achieve the ultimate mimetic value: a true
pícture of life.

Scientific method was the basis for anoÈher naturalistic tenec
mentioned by Flaubert and carried on by the naturalists:

an insistence

upon meticul-ous observaEÍon. The realism that demands the absence of

the judgurental author sJ-rnilarly

demands

that its subjecÈ be taken from

life by direct, meËieulous observat.ion. "I

am

ín a compleÈely different

world now" that of attent.ive observation to the dullest details."

Flaubert to Louise Colet ín 1852.6 Flaubert felt.

as did ZoIa

\,/roEe

and.

Bennet.t, that the "dullesË deËails" were the means by which the author

could eonvey real life.

For Flaubert, the depiction of real life

t.hus leads to true art:

Relíef fas in painting] comes from a deep view, from
penetratÍon, from Ehe objective. For exterÍor reality must
enter into us, almost make us cry out v¡ith it, if we are to
reproduce Ít v¡ell-. TJhen we have our model sharp bef ore us ,
we always \^/rite Íre11, and where Índeed is the true more
clearlyrvisible than in these fine exhibitíons of human
misery?'

Thus for Flaubert as for the naturalísts the value of a work of 1it-

erature lÍes at least partly in its degree of closeness to real life.
A third tenet of Flaubert to be later adopted by the naturalists

is the idea that there are no intrinsically
not in a particular subject but in the

artistic

manrì.er

subjects. Art lies

of its presentatíon.

As

Flaubert T¡lrote, t'411 colors are beautiful; i-tts a matter of paintÍng
them.tt" Through the proper realistic

artistic:

"there are no fine artistic

representation, âDy subject
subjects;

i-s

. consequently

one

subject is as good as arrother. It is up to the artist to raise everyo

Ehing."- Arrangement of details and style, not subject, constÍ-tute
work of art.

Although originally Flaubertrs dictum appears to

open

a

up the range of subjecEs for artistic

treatmenË, in the hands of the

naturalist.s a narrowing of subject took place. The key to this
narrowing of subject appears in Flaubertts telling coûnent, "where
indeed is the true more clearly visibLe than in these fine exhibi.tions

of

hurnan misery?rrl0The

"firre exhibitions of

in the degradations of the lower classes
considered the truest

human

misery" to be found

came more and more

to

be

representations of 1ife, and aspects of humanity

hj-therto regarded as too vulgar for fiction r¡rere elevat.ed de facto into
the newest "specimens" for the t'scienEific" observations of the realists
and naturalists"

Thus Flaubert and the naturalists both stressed

objectiviËy as a key t.o true art, but a measure of selectivity in the
maËter of subjects was impossible to avoid. Flaubert's contribution
to naturalist theory is substantial" for in his thought are synthesized
the ideals of the impersonal author and the concomÍtant absence of
didacticism, of a sÈy1e suitable to portraying this impersonality, of
meticul-ous observation, and of an unlirníLed choice of subiect.
Three of Flaubertrs conËemporaries shared his concerns with

scientific objectivity: Hippolyte Taine and Ëhe brothers

Edmond and

Jules de Goncourt. rn the rntroduction to his History of E¡lglish

Literature (1863), Taine described literature as a series of

documencs

by which the thought of past ages may be knovm.ll rir"tuture

became

him not fiction,

a possible díversion from reality,

for

but a series of

artifacts that must be objectively analyzed in order to extrapolate
information about past ages. This scientÍfic approach to literature is
consísÈent wiLh Tainets system for evaluating literature.

those ¡¿riters who, like stendhal, "Itreat]

He applauded

of sentiments as they should

be treated--in the :¡¡1¿nnsr of the naturalist, namely, and of the

natural phitospher' who constructs classifícations and weighs forces."12
Tainers term "naturalistt' recalls FlauberÈts concept of the artist

scientist.

The "forces" that the artist/naturalÍst

as

or natural

philosopher must weigh are three: race, mÍlieu, and epoch.t3 rn" 1atËer

classificaÈion system is Tainefs most important contribution to
naturalist theory, for under Ëhe guíse of heredity (race) and environmenË (epoch and

milíeu), Tainets categories have provided a source of

continuing dispute as Èo which has the more po$rer over an individual

life

"

The de GoncourÈs similarly concerned themselves with scientific

objectivÍty.

As Flaubert had done, they applied this objectÍvity

to the choice of subject, arguing in the Preface to Germinie Lacerteux
(f864) for the lower classes to be included as subjects for novels.
Because the

novel "is becomíng conËemporary Moral Historyr" they

argued, and "has undertaken the studies and oblígatíons of science," it
must therefore "demand the liberties

and freedom of scienc"."14

The

"freedom of scíence" in Germinie Lacerteux seems from the Preface to

be

a freedom to choose a subject from the lower masses of humaníty,
Flaubertts "fine exhíbitions of

human

misery":

[W]e asked ourselves v¡hether what are called "the lower
classes" did not have a right to the Novel, whether this
world beneath a world, the people, must remain under literary
interdict and the disdain of authors, who up to nov¡ have
kept silence about whatever heart and soul the people might
have. We asked ourselves whether in this era of equality in
which we live Èhere could still be, for writer or for reader,
any dramas too foul-moyçhed, any catastrophes insufficiently
noble in their terror.'-

There is a tone here of moral responsibtlity at odds \ùith the professed

objectivíty of the authors. Fifteen years 1aÈer in

Edmond

de Goncourtts

Preface to Les Frères Zemganno this tone is míssing, and a more dispassionate reason is given for studying the l-ower orders of society:
ttwe beg{n

r¿ith the dregs of humanity because the

r¡/oruLn

and man of the

people, nearer to nature and the savage state' are símp1e and
1^

plicated creatures."-"

uncom-

It is this reasoning, rather than the democratíc

notion of literature as a right of the masses, tha¡ pervades later
naturalist Ëheory. As George J. Becker noËes in his InEroduction to
Documents

of Modern Literary Realísm, realism and naËuralism

seem

"to

contain a kind of implicit Benthamite assumptÍon that the life lived

by the greatest number is

somehow

the ,nost real.

"17

The concerns of the de Goncourts" Taine, and Flaubert q¡ere shared

by Guy de Maupassant and Emile ZoIa.

Among

these concerns \,Iere the

ideas that scientific observation and an impersonal authQr are necess-

ary in literature.

In "The Lower Elements" (1882), l"laupassant suggests

a reason similar to

Edmond

in fíction:
1A

rule.tttt

de Goncourtrs for studying the lower elements

"For we should always Íncline to the mean' to the general
MauOaSSAnt

iS Careful to note"

hor,Teverr

that

ttEhe mania

for

the lower elements, whích is decidedly the vogue, is only an excessively
vlolent reaction against the exaggerated idealisrn that preceded it."19
The innovative use of the lovrer classes as a subject for fiction,

begun

as a proEesc against an eslablíshed tradition in literature had" by the

time of Maupassantts essay, iËself

become

a tradition.

Although Bennett did not follow MaupassanL in using the lower
elements as a subjec¡ of hís fiction,

Maupassant

clearly had a gleat

deal of influence upon him.

In an 1895 letter Bennett listed

as a major influence in his writing and lat.er used

Une

Maupassant

Vie as a

model

upon which Ëo base The 01d I,IÍvest Ta1e" t'of Ithe Novel, ttt Maupassantfs

preface to Píerre et Jean, provides not only a synthesis of naturalist
views on the novel , but a guide to Bennet,t I s own later vier"rs:
[The novelist] will take his actor or actors at a certain
period of their lives, and lead them by natural stages to the
next. In this way he v¡i1l shor¿ how menfs minds are modified
by the influence of their environment.
" The ski1l of his
plan [wl-11 consist] in the happy grouping of small bur
constant fact.s from which the final purpose of the work may be
discerned" .
[The novelist] will endeavor not to show us
a conmonplace photograph of life, but to gÍve us a presentment
of it wþich shal1 be more striking, more cogent than reality
¿LÞEI!

"

The phrase ttsmall but constanÈ factst' and the idea of an Íntense picture

of life recall Flaubert; the idea of environmental i-nfluences

shovrs the

current of thought in which Talne was caughË up. All of these factors
Íntrigued Bennett, who additionally worked l"laupassantts idea of a "happy
grouping" into his own belief in t'synthetic impressionism" as a means of
writing novels. Finally, the idea that the highest artistic

achievement

is to render t.he commonplace t'more striking, more cogent than realiÈy
itself"

clearly rings throughout Bennettts

comment

to Frank Harrís: "If

f cannot take a Petonvílle omnibus and show it to be fine. then I
â !urrJ
€,,11..
rrvL o

ñ^f

^-+i^+
^--.{--^l
egurppod
artist.

Though he

am

')')

(And I am).tt-/^-,

is less dírectly an j-nfluence upon Bennet.t Lhan Maupassant

was, Emile ZoIa, as the

man who

codified and popular'ízed the term

ttnaturalistrtt is the central figure in the

movement and represents at

once the culmination of the movement and the downfall of its thought

through an over-dependence upon the scienËific

model

. ZoIa ts

essay

i0

"The Experimental Novelt' set forth the principles of naturalism and

intensified the metaphor of scientific observation almost to the point
of absurdíËy. For hi-s model " ZoLa drevr upon Claude Bernardrs Introduction à l'étude de la mádecine expérimentale.23 ,n "The Experimental
Novel," Ëhe author has
imenter; as ZoLa

become

commented

not merely observer but scientific exper-

in another contexL, ttBalzac says that

\.{ants to paint men, v/omen, and Lhings.

I

submit both

he
men

and women to thÍngs. "24 The purpose of t.he experimental novel as ZoLa
"
explains in heavily scientific language, is "to show the working of

the intellectual and sensory manifestatíons as physiology will explain
them to us under the ínfluences of heredity and the surrounding circum-

)\
sLances.tt-- ZoLa's model of the novel as an experiment carries wíth it
the ímplication that useful information on society's infection
corruption and moral decay

may be

by

gaEhered. The novelist becomes

an

"experimental moralist."26 Zola views society as arr organism, a macrocosm

of the j-ndj-viduals through whom he traces hís strains of behavior;

the novelist therefore

becomes

ttThe Experimental Novel"

tivity

its diaenostician.

carries the sclentific spirit of objec-

to the point of absurdity: clearly the author controls the

characters, so they cannot be independent organisms in an objectlvely
set-up experiment. Much of the essay, however, provídes a

sound

theoretical synthesis of the naturalist teneEs established by earlier
wrÍters: an insistence upon heredity and envíronment as governing
factors of

human

Iives,

Ehe

necessity of authoríal impersonalíty,

the emphasis on the ordinary as a choice of subject. Zola is
concerned, as was FlauberË, with the matter of style.

and

even

Flaubertts con-

l1
cern with "le mot juste" finds a correlative ín ZoLal s emphasis upon

a style that suits the subject matter; "I Èhink that the form of
expression depends upon the method: that. language is only one kind of

1ogic, and iEs construction natural and scientirÍ.ic."27 Zola reasoned
that a clear sty1e, an impersonal author, and the oEher Ëenets of the
naturalists were not merely the result of a passing "school" of novelwriting, but \{ere an inevitable outgrovrrh of the pervasive influence
of science in ;the culture:
[f]he meÈhod . " . is an inevitable development.
fl]iterature does not exist only in the writer; it is also in
Ëhe nature which it depicts and in the man whom it studies "
Now if scientists change their ideas about nature, if they find
the true mechanism of life, they force us to follow them.
. The metaphysical man is dead; our wholeodomain is transformed with the eoming of physiological *trr.'o
It is Ín reaction to this

mode

of thought, perhaps, that Bennett strove

to show "metaphysical man" Ehrough the depiction of "physiologieal
From

man. "

Flaubert Eo ZoIa, then, a consistency of ideology appears

i-n

the basic documents of French naturalism. Above all else, a scientific
objectivity \.ias sought. From this objectivity arose three changes in
the form of novels" First of all, the scope of maËerials suitable for
subject matter broadened to include people hit.herto considered too
vulgar for fiction.

Later theoretical developments emphasized the
virtually

to

the exclusion of other subjects, as an increasing scientifíc bias

sav¡

importance of the lower classes as subjects for fiction,

lower-class man as representing essenLial, animalistic man. The author

in the work and the sËyle of writing \ìrere the second and third aspects
of form to be altered.

As the author should be lmpersonal, forbearlng

L2

to conrnent directly upon the work, so the style should be clear
devoid of excessive rhetorícal flourishes; it,

and

like the author, should

demonstrate objective detachment. Scienti-fic objectivity also dictated

the meÈhod by which subjects were to be examíned: through the paínstaking
amassing of details about everyday life.

data, causes

may be

Through the collect.ion of such

attríbuted to, and effects predicted from, a given

situation; foremost among the predictable causes of actions are heredíty
and environmenL, which, dictate human as they do animal 1ife.

The

latter emphasis on heredity and environment ís perhaps most pronounced
in ZoIa, who in describing the characters of Thóièse Racquin in hís
preface to

ËhaË

novel, declared that they were "absolutely

dominaLed

by their nervous systems and heredity, without free wi1l, l-ed into every

act of their lives bv the fatalities
tenets was influential

writing fiction,

of the flesh."29 Each of these

in shaping Bennettts vlews on the art of

and Bennettrs own statements upon the art 6f e¡¡itìno

clearly establish his dependence upon

them.

In The Truth About An Author, âf, early autobiographícal book,
Bennett declared his dependence upon the French naturalists:
Turgenev ["because I read him always in the French
translations"], the brothers de Goncourt, and de Maupassant
r^rere my gods. I accepted their canons, and they filled me
with a geneq4l
scorn of EnglÍsh fiction ¡,¡hich I have never
{t
ouate lost
"
I

Bennett determined that his own fiction

should not fo1low English

realist models. For example, he disliked
'I ¡ia

aq

much

of George Eliot, and

as

L927 elassed only Adam Bede, The Mil1 on the Floss, and Silas
?1

Marner as admÍrable.--

Germinie Lacerteux by Edmond and Jules

de

13

Goncourt, on the other hand, r.¡as a book that Bennett early admired.
Somevrhat

sententiously, he advised George Sturt ín 1896 that the sorË of

writing in Germinie Lacerteux "is what we in England ought to find
profit and wisdom in.

And I, for one, shall endeavour to imitate it--

doubtless without much success" but the intention will be Ëhere."32 Th.

close rendering of naturalistic precepts in A Man from the North,
Bennett's first

published novel, mây well be such an attemPt"

The only English author whom Bennett consisEenË1y praised is the

naturalist George Moore. According to George Becker, George Moore is
generally acknowledged as the British author primarily responsible for
introducing the methods of French naturalism into the Engli"h ,ro.r"1.33
Thus he may be considered Bennettts primary English mentor in the matter

of naturalistic technique. Bennett himself

made

this point in a frag-

ment of a letter wrj-tten to Moore on December 24, L92O: "I wish also to

¡ell you that it was the first
my eyes

chapters of A Mummer's i,Iife r.¡hich

to the romantic nature of the district

opened

that I had blindly

inhabíted for over twenty years. You are indeed the father of all

my

Five Towns books."34 In his essay on George Moore, Bennett explained
the signíficance of Moore in English fiction:
in Èhe artistic theori-es of modern France, Moore
contrasted the grave and scientific fiction of Flaubert and
hís followers with the novels of Englishmen, and he saw in
Ehe latter, by comparíson, only so many faíty tales.
Ile sought to do"in English the thing which he had seen
done in French.""
St.eeped

In other r¡ords, Moorets contribution
because of any particularly

\^las

not significant for Bennett

English innovaËion Moore might have made in

the adoption of French naturalistic principles; on the contrary, Moore's

L4

w-riting is valuable because it, does noÈ devíate from French norns"
AnoËher comment

that Bennett makes on Moore in the

sonething of Bennettrs own biases in fiction.

same essav reveals

Moore'"

""fri.-remenË,
declared Bennette \^ras Ehat he "had raised upon a sordid and repellent.
Ëheme

[in A Mummerfs Wi{e] att epic tale, beautiful with the terrible

beauÈy which hides

itself

Ín the ugliness of 1ife."36

rE is the latter

poinË" of beauty hídden in the ugly or commonplace aspects of life,

that was Ëo occupy Bennett for his entire novelistic career.
"To find beauty, which is always hidden; that is Èhe aim"" lrrote
BennetÈ in his journal on January 3, 1899.37 In the same entry he

stated that his purpose in fiction vras to "depict the deeper beauty
while abiding by the envelope of facts " "38 As Flaubert had stated that
ttall colors are beautiful; itts a matter of painting them,t'so Bennett
proclaimed in his journal Èhat "there is no such Ehing as ugliness in

the world. "

Al1 ugliness has an aspect of beauty. The busíness of

the artist ís to find that aspect."39 The phrase "envelope of facts"
and the idea that ugliness is a fit

assertion in the

same passage

subject for fiction belies Bennettrs

that his enthusiasm for "naturalismt'

has

passed" Indeed, BenneÈtts journal entries, letters, and expository
essays on the art of writing fictíon all demonstrate his debË to French

naturalistic theory. He shares, in fact" the concern for objectivity
Lhat is the cornerstone of French naturalism, and his areas of interest
coíncide with theirs: an insistence upon objectiviËy of style, including

authorial impersonality; a professed objectivity Ëoward subject matter;
and an adherence to a complex svstem of scientific

observat.ion.

The firsÈ of these areas of interesË, styIe, was modifíed through-
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ouË BennetÈrs career as

a novelisË. At first

Bennett vlas more concerned

with sÈy1e than with subject matter" Invoking the "passíon for

r¿ords"

found in Flaubert, the de Goncourts, and Maupassant, he deplored the

Britísh realistsf lack of concern for the arL of composition.40
BenneÈt, echoing Flaubertr asserted that ttan artÍst must be primarily

interested Ín presentment, not in the thing presented."4l Later ín life,
however, he ceased to be intrigued by style as a purely aesthetic

exercise. Inst.ead, sÈyle

became

for him the means of elevating the

subject to an intensiÈy of emotion rather than an end Èo be sought in
and of itself"

Style is the

means by which one can

take the ordinary--

a PeEonville omnibus, if necessary, as he mentions in his letter to
Frank Harris--and "show it to be fine."42

Bennettts earlier

The difference beËween

conceptions of t,he role of style is subtle,

and

but the later víew demonsÈrates a concern with subject, particularly the
elevation of a subject to artlstic

status, that is missing in the

earlier statements. For the laËer Bennett., style and subject both are
grounds for judging achievement.
The importance of subject, the second area of shared inËerest
bet¡¿een Bennett and

the French naturalists, is discussed in Bennettrs

writings primarily in Ëerms of the wide range of possible subjecLs
available.

All of

human

life was Bennettts province: "To me the

difference between one form of

human

life and another ís i.nsígnifícant,"

"It is al1 "l*o"t "qt.fly .*"1titg."43
that the subject be
The only restriction that ,.rrrr"aa t*s
Bennett r/¡rote to Frank Harris.

taken from real life.

For him, ideal art was Ínherently limiting:

"whaEever lthe ideal artist]

creates I will say to him: fBut I

can
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imagine something more grand than that.

Irrhy

the devil did you stop

there?rrrrr The elevatíon of an ordinary subject into the realm of the
extraordinary by means of the stylistic
forming pot/er of Ëhe imagination

\^7as

devices used and the trans-

to BennetË the greater challenge,

and it is this idea, which originated wiËh Maupassant" that domínated

hís laËer fictíon.
Maupassant, in the preface to Pierre et Jean" described the process
whereby the arËist rnay be original:

There is an unexplored side to everything, because we are
to use our eyes but with the memory of what oËhers
before us have thought of the things rre see" The smallesË
To
Ehing has something unknown in ít; we must find it.
describe a blazí-ng fire, a tree in a plaín, !./e must stand

r,¡ont never

face !o face with that fire or with that tree, till to us
they are wholIy gqlike any other fÍre or tree. Thus r"ie may
become original.'-

It is precisely this attitude, applied to the English middle class, that
creates Bennett's brand of originality.

Maupassant

also prefigures

Bennettts interest in humanity; in "The Lor¡er Elements,tt Maupassant

\{ïote, "I do not wish anythÍng

human

to be alien to *"."46

In

"The

Authorrs Craft,t' Bennett crit.ícised what he called the "morbid FlauberÈian shrinking from realíty."

He concluded that "human nature is.

And the more deeply the creative artist,
supreme

by frank contacLs, absorbs that

fact into his brain, the better for his totk."47

in his interesË in all

human

life,

Thus Bennett"

t.akes not its lowest common denom-

ínaEor, the lor^rer classes, as a subject, but the subject about which
he was able to gather the most objectíve information: the middle class.

In emphasízing the human elemenLs, Bennett shied away from the animalistic emphasis conmon to French naturalism.
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The third area of inËerest thaË Bennett shared with the naÈuralists

is a strict adherence to an objective
the facts.

met.hod

of gathering and presenting

The rnethod of observing details became important for

Bennett. An L897 journal entry speaks of the necessity for "casting
off a1l

memory

of use and custon" and beholding an object "like

baby or a lunatic, who lives each moment by itself

a

and tarnishes the

present by no remembrance of the past. t'48 Such an approach appears to
be Bennettrs resolution of the problem puL forth by MaupassanË, of

considering the object so long and attentively that one is able to

see

something that had remained unseen and unexpressed by previous authors"
Elsewhere, however, Bennett r.r-rote of the necessity for trained obser-

vation" in contrast to the idea of naive observatÍon proposed in his
journal.

He considered the idea of trained observation to be of such

significance that he devoted the opening pages of "The Authorrs Craft"
to Èhe coficept. Apart from the inherent difficulties

in perceÍving

an object, there is a danger that the resultíng viewpoint, however

objective, wíll fail to stress the significant detaíls of a scene"

Thus

good observation is noÈ necessarily indiscriminate:

consists not in multiplicity of detail, but
in co-ordination of detaÍ1 according to a true perspective of
relative importance, so that a finally just general irnpression
An ugly
may be reached in the shortest possible time'
deed--such as a deed of cruelty--takes on artisËic beauty
r¡hen its origins and hencgoits fitness in the general scheme
begin to be comPrehended. Good observation

It is impossible to recognize the importance of what one sees without
a relative system of values ínto which a new experience can be fiLted.
The Èerm t.hat Bennett used to convey the idea of what he attempted
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as a novelist is "synthetic impressionísm. " As early as

of this as being the primary tendency of his art.

l_g96

he spoke

He classed conradfs

The Nigger of the Narcissus as being in this style, although he did not

see hímself as writing in emulation of corrrud.50 Bennett provided an

explanation of the term in a letter to H. G. I^Iells: "[l,J]hat r aim at
is Ëhe expression of general moods" whether of a persori or a whole scerie,

a constant 'rsynthesizing" of emot.iorr."51 Detail alone is both overinclusive and insufficient to carry out the authorls intent. There is
in any description a double process of selection Ëhat occurs, first

in

the mind of the observer and Èhen in the retelling of the incÍdent.

If

omissions and inadvertent emphases are unavoidable, how much more
reasonable it is to exercíse the selection process consciously, so that

the resulting description, although deliberately manipulaËed, will at
leasË fulfill
the author's purpose. This argument, a familíar one
to French naturalÍsts, had been absorbed by Bennett at an early stage
of his writing career. He did not question the necessity for the
selection process, but that did not make it easj-er for hiur to exercise
iË in synthesizing his impressions. "It Ís the arrangement that kills
one, the mere arrangement of sensation and event which--in a nênner
otspeaking¡ onê knor¿s by heart,"he wrote in an 1895 letter"

Bennett, Ehen, clearly followed the French naturalj-sts ín his

of an objective style to describe the incidenËs of ordinary life,

use

in

his non-didactic treatment of all subject--not merely those thought
to be appropriate to literature--and in his emphasis on observatÍon
rather than invenEion as the primary process through r¿hich art is
created. For Bennett, however, the creative artist must possess in
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addiËion to these characteristics compassion, a sense of romance,
an interest in the individual.

and

It is in Lhese'ways that he deoarts from

French naËuralístic tenets and in so doing creates his oqm form of
naËuralism"

Although he was an early advocate of form and Ëechnique in the

novel, by the publication of "The Author's Craft" (1913) Bennet.t confessed that he attached "less and less imporËance to good techníque in

fiction.tt"

<1

\"Ihat wins

out over form in BenneËtts mind is an atÈribute

that he had mentioned in passing in an 1896 journal entry: "EssenLial
characteristic of the really great novelist: a Christlike, all-embracing
. ,,54 This
^.
Ídea coritrasts sharply with Flaubertts "pitiless
compassion."''
meËhod." Bennett's beliefs that novels should not preach did not stop
him from believÍng that "all great stories have morals," an idea closer

in spirit to George Eliot than BenneÈt would have cared to admit.55
In addition to his departure from the French naturalists in his
defense of compassion as essential Ëo greaÈ li"terature, Bennett also

implicitly

sËressed Ehe importance of the rniddle class as subject matter

for fiction"

The middle class is almost by definitÍon the largest

and most representative class in BennetË t s experience of English

society; too, this emphasis arose out. of hís insistence that the
individual lÍfe contains elements of romance, and for Bennett this is
certainly characteristic of the English middle class" The examínation
of Zolats "bête humaine"had lenÈ itself
rather than

men

as individuals.

to the study of

men

in

masses

In studying the middle classes, Bennett

reversed the trend of French naturalj-sm, although in one sense
remained true to the ideals of objectivity

he

in observation and of writing
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only about what one knows. A middle-class observer, however gifted,
who

wrítes about lower-class situations lacks an intimate knor¿ledee of

the details he observes. His experience can never be the same as that of
the people

whom

he observes, and, while his observations will have the

freshness of detachment, they will also have the lack of context, of

evaluative faculty, that hampers Bennettts naive observer who sees
"a baby or a lunatic."

BenneËÈ,

an

as

wriËing of a class that he knew welr,

but with a self-imposed deËachment of time and distance, could provide
an accurate vision of his subiecc.

Bennettrs interesË in the indívidual is allied to his concern with

the middle class and his reaction against seeing only "physío1ogical"

or only

"meÈaphysical

man": "soul in the Abstract isntt interesËing,

et any rate in a novel; you musË show the flesh [and] blood; while, on
Ëhe other side, the flesh and blood without the soul is mere r""rirr."r."56
B:-nnett was determined

to

show

boËh. Since man has aspirations

the merely physical, it is logical Ëhat there are elements of

in his 1ife,
not see

and these,

romance as

too, Bennett

antithetical

Èo

was determined

realism.

beyond

romance

to port.ray.

He did

On Èhe conÈrary, as he

explained to Hugh Walpole:

All Ëhe big realists are romantic, no one more so than Balzac
or DosËoevsky or Chekhov. The only sense that I can attach
to the word as you use it is "sentimental"--meaning a softening of the ËruÈh in order Ëo produce a pleasant impression
on people who don't like the Ëruth. It is quite possible to
be romantic and truthful at the same time. AII untruthful
or mutual exclu

äiffiï:i:";':H:::; rl*î"::,ï:*:Be""ition

rt is the romance of life, coexisting with
reality, that is

Èhe subjecÈ

and

arising from the drab

of Bennettrs ficËion. rn finding

romance
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in an individual life,

Bennett achieves his goal of fínding "beauty,

which is alwavs hidden."

In examining the individual life,
compassionaËely and ironically,
momenÈs

in treating his characters both

and in perceiving Ëhe romance and

of greatness that invesE even coutrrtonplace lives, Bennett

departed from his French naturalistic predecessors. In hís meticulous

piling up of facts, hís detached style, and his choice of a

coruuonplace

subjecË, he reflected the ínfluence of the French naturalists.

The

ËransformatÍon thaÈ Bennett worked upon the tenets of French naturalism

is especially apparent in hÍs treatment of the theme of compromise
failure.

Conquered by

and

hís passions, the naturalistic hero lacks

redemption or indeed any quality of recognitíon that might lead him to

greatness" Bennettts heroes, on the other hand, are viewed very
differently in their failures to attain Eheir ultímate goals in 1ife.
In BenneËtts novels, characters are defeated in smal1 \days' and yeÈ in
most ínstances are able to perceive their lives as successful, as

containing "romance"t' The degree to which the characters are able

Ëo

see their 1íves as successful corresponds to Bennett I s increasing
disavowal of the naturalístic outlook on life.

Thus the following

examinations of A Man from the Nqrlh" The 01d WÍvesf Tale" and _qglhanger and These Twain of the Clayhanger trilogy will serve to

illustrate

BenneEtts naturalísm throughout his career. A Man from the

North shor.¡s Bennettts early close adherence to French naturalism, just
as The OId l^lÍves' Tale shows his míd-career detached style and the
Clayhanger books show Bennettrs increasing predísposition toward what

I^lilliam Dean Howells called the "smiling aspects" of life.

An examina-
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tion of these works r¡ill demonstrate in

r^¡haË

v/ays, and Lo what extent,

Arnold BenneEt redefined French naturalistic theory into a way of

writing more suitable for his choice of subject maËter"
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Chapter

Two

The Thene of Failure in A Man from the North

Critical opinion of A l"lan from Ëhe NorËh (1898), Arnold Bennettrs
fírst published novel, has often echoed Walter Allen's early
of it"

assessment

Although he does not totally dl-smiss the work--it is, after

a1l, ttan attracLíve \^rork, because of its seriousness and honestyrt-Allen sees it as the novel least typical of Bennettrs lat.er work,
partiallye one suspects, because of its close adherence to French
naËuralisÈic principles.l

Bennettrs commitment to folloyring the subject

and sÈy1e of the French naturalists takes the form of imitation in
Man from

A

the North, rather than Ëhe modified naturalism of his lauer

novels. The novel has in consequerÌce been regarded as a Ëype of apprentice ficÈion.

Such

appraisals, however, do not reflect the true value

of the novel " for contained r¡ithin it are the first

expressions of two

persistent Bennett themes: the inevitabÍ1ity of compromise and failure
as a part of middle-class 1ife, and the diffículty

artistic

desires r"rith domestÍc responsibility.

these themes are skilfully

of reconciling

In A Man from the North

merged, in that the ulÈimate sign of the

artist-protagonistts failure, and, in this case, compromise with life,
ís seen to be his marríage and acceptance of suburban life"

I.Ihat is

remarkable about thís work is the way in r,qhich these themes are combined
and developed through a linited

set of symbols, which in Eurn provide

an internal structure for the r,¡ork" Throueh a careful examination of

¿+

Èhe theure

of failure as it is depicted through Richard Larch's irrecon-

cilable desires for the arËi.stic and domestÍc sides of life,

it is

possible to understand the significance of the novel in relation

t.o

Bennettfs later works.
Although A Man from the North is more than a mere imitatíon of the
French naËuralists" it would be diffícult

to appreciate fully the

complexities of the vrork wiËhout some understanding of the literary
movemerit Ëhat

inspired it"

Naturalism, a movement begun in

1aËe

ninet,eenËh-cenËury France, had as its basic precept a desire to observe

meticulously the details of everyday life as iE is lived by the majority

of people. The French naÈuralists rdere also commitEed to reporting
Ëhese

details in a scrupulously objective manner" This emphasis on ob-

jective observation reached a peak in Emile

ZoLat

Novel." Zola deÈails the principles by which
of the lower classes of societ,y,

may be used

s "The Experimental

human

beings, generally

as'rsubjects" yzithin the

novel in order that Ëhe effects of forces such as heredÍty and environment upon then inight be observed" Generally, depÍcËing life

really was

meanË

as it

depicting failure and despair"

Bennett specifically states his debt to the French nat.uralists in
The Truth About An Author when he r¿rites, "I sat down to write my first

novel, under the sweet influences of the de Goncourts,
and de Maupassant.

, Flaubert,

Life being grelr sinister, and melancholy, my

novel- must be grey, slnister,

and melancholy."2 Louis Tillier

states

Èhat Ehe events of A Man fro¡o the North are drarvn from Maupassantts

Bel-Ami, but such identification rvith a particular author is not
necessary in order to establish the theoretical background of the work.3
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The naËuralistic roots of the work are evident t.hroughout" in the quiet,

pessimístic tone; in the abundance of detail,

much

of it, like "a faint.

sour odour escaped from the house,,'4,rrrs"rrory; i-n the struggle between
Richardrs artfstíc

ambitions, his "higher" naËure, and his inherit.ed
tendency Èoward inertia and his sensual desires, his ttlor,rerttnature;

and

in the sense of inevitable failure Ehat pervades the l¡hole. The novel
is, ín zora's sense, a scientific study, for the prefatory first chapter
\¡rarns the reader that A Man from the North is less the study of an in-

dividual than a type, "a certain kind of youth . .

[who] is born to

be

a Londoner" (p. 1). Naturalistic in tone, too, is the authoríal warning
in Ëhe first chapter: "Let him be bold and resolute and [London] will
urake an obeisance,

but her heel is all to ready to crush the coward and

hesitant; and her victíms, once underfoot, do not often rise again'
(p" 2) " The language here is naturalistic ("to crush the coward and
hesitant"), as is the Zolaesque concept of the city as a síngle predatory organism. since the outcome ís thus foreshadowed, Lhe readerrs
interest shifLs from suspense abouÈ the ending to suspense about how
the events in the novel will conspire to create the outcome. The incidents leading to Richard Larch's downfall become as important as the
facË that he does evenEually fail,

failures progress

becomes

and the structure t¡ithin which his

additionally important"

rn The Norels of i,l.lls BenreËt, ard Garsrorthy 1890-1910 william
"
"
Bellamy comments that A Man from the North "is strucËured upon the progress of spiritual defeat, accepting adaptation as a process inevítably

involvíng capitulation to process and t.he status

quo.

"5 Bellamy

sees

A l"lan from the North, like The old l^Iivesr Tale, as being strucÈured by
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four deaths: the actual deaths of RÍchardts sisËer Mary, her

husband

trIi1liam" and Mr. Aked, and the metaphoric death that occurs when Adeline
leaves for America. He further notes that such a structure divides the

novel inËo four "units" of approxiurately eight chapters each. Bellamyfs
assesslnent.

is essentially correct; Bennett, a neticulous crafËsmane

r*¡as

concerned Èhroughout his career wiËh balanced and coherent strucËures for

his novels" In addiÈion, Èhe symbolic value of having deaths rnark off
sËructural segments Ín this pessimístic novel r¿ould not have escaÞed
Bennett.
A Man from the North possesses this structure, which may be termed

the ttexternaltt strucÈure or structure of events in the novel. but it
possesses anoËher sort of structure as wel1. Richard's progress Ëoward

spiritual defeaË is delÍneated somewhat differently" ín vrhat may be
ca11ed the t'inÈernal" structure. The novel is the story of a young
xoants attempts

at authorship, and as such the story, as well as his life,

is strucËured by íts relationship to his writing attempts and his subsequent failures.

Richard Larch attempts to find hís m6tier in four

types of writing, each arguably more difficult
prevíous to it:

Ëo master than

the

one

the essay ("Memories of a city of sleep"), the socio-

logical treatise (The Psychology of the suburbs), the short story
("Tíddy-fo1-1o1"), and the novel. Although he writes several other
pieces during the course of the novel, the circumstances surrounding the

writing of these four are

shov¡n

in detail. Furthermore, each of these

attempts is juxtaposed with an episode in which Richard encounters
r,¡onan. Thus the juxtaposiÈíon of episodes serves to heighten the

readerts sense of RÍchardts conflict between

\^romen

and his artistic

a
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ambítions. Through an examinaËion of thís int.ernal structure it is
possible to apprecíate the dynamic tension of character and incidenc
that gLves life to
The first

Èhe novel.

sectíon of the novel, which culminaËes in Èhe writÍng

of Richard's essay "Memories of a city of sleep" in chapter six, estab_
lishes Richard as a character and subtly foreshador.¿s one of the reasons
for his event.ual failure.

rn the second chapÈer the reader is given

a

perspective on Richardfs character that makes his ultimate success seem
unlikely. Richardrs determínation to spend the evening quietly at home
gives r¡/ay to hi.s desire for more immediate excitement, and, wÍ.Ëh very
little hesitation, Richard goes out into the 'd.elicious st.reets, going
easÈ" (p. 6)" This exposítion of Richard's character is heighÈened by

at the beginníng of Chapter Three: "He was [London's];
she his; and nothing shourd parË the. London accepted him.
Filled
with great purposes he stratghtened his back, and just then a morser of
BennetL's symbolism

mud throrrrn up from

a bus-r¿heel splashed

warm and

gritty upon his

cheek,,

(pp. 7-8). The "mud" or the more sensual part of hls nature wÍ11 indeed
serve to distract him from hís I'greaÈ purposestt throughout Ëhe novel.
rronically, the

mud

is from a bus-wheel; ít is on a bus that Rtchard

reencounters Laura Roberts, the agent of his dor¡nfa1l" The impression

of Ríchardrs sensuality ís reinforced throughouË the rest of the
chapter, ín Richardrs early dreams of the "ottoman ballet
all lees
and white arms" (p. 9) as r¿ell as in his passÍng encounEer wíth
a prostitute.
As the earlier chapters establish Richard's sensual interests, the

fourth, fifth,

and sixth chapters establj-sh his artistic

and literary
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int.erests" Here his lack of firm resolution ís more evident.

AlËhough

his father had left a house full of books, Richard "never Ëroubled hímself t,o look into them" (p. 16). The novels and magazines that

he

does read are doubtless those inspired by the AesËhetic movement, as

they have the "covers of mystic design" (p" 18) and "eccenËric" style

of printing characteristic of that type of literature.

Although he

has

gained a reputation in Bursley astta greaË reader," he does noË decide

to
(p.

become an

author until after his luncheon meeting with Mr. Aked.

18)

Mr. Aked represents Richard's idea of a man of culture.

Himself

an author, albeit a faí1ed oneo Mr. Aked" like Ríchard, is interested
French literature,

i_n

as shown by his acquaintance r¿ith La Vie de Bohème.

rt is in this meeting Èhat Bennett int.roduces the motif of food

and

restaurants thaL pervades the novel, a motif Ëhat functions as a meta-

phoric context of sensuality and att.achmenË to life by which the
characËers of the novel may be judged. Mr. Aked sees himself as "an

author of repute, but for a waylvard stomach" (p. 29). His bad diges-

tion is not. merely his excuse for his failed career; it is a metaphor
for hís sterile" dísappoinÈed life,

ruined by occasional sensual

excesses. Richard is nonetheless inspired rather than depressed by his
neeÈing with Mr. Aked, and sets about writing an essay entitled "Mem-

ories of a City of Sleep"" In a deËailed description of a
echoed later in

scene

Bennett describes Richard's ínítial

procras-

tination over his wríting and his later abandonment of it in favor of
an evening at Lhe Ottoman. As earlier in the novel Richardfs imagÍnation
had sËrayed from the "rigours of a long sermon" (p. 9) to fanËasies of
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the Ottoman' so now he strays in acÈuality from his professed devot.ion
Ëo

r¿riting Èo the

shor¿

at the Ottoqan" Although Ríchard later finfshes

the essay, his faílure to do so at once as he had intended is significant.

This first

r.riËh a $roman,a

literary failure is followed by Richardrs encounter

prostitute, who is described in greater deÈail than the

prostitute he had earlier encountered. This time, however, Richardts
connection wíth the prostituËe is made explicit;

he dreams of kissing

the "Ottoman gir1" and of tossing sovereigns into her lap" (p.

38)

The second episode in Richardrs development, culminating in his

collaboration with Mr. Aked on The Psychology of the suburbs, is distinctive in that r¿ithin it Richard is offered a choice for domesticity
and literature--a

compromise--in the person of Adeline Aked, Mr. Aked's

niece" This section opens with an overviev¡ of Richard's literary progress. After Richard's essay is returned to him and he fails to revrrit.e
it' he ignores his writing until he reads by chance an article

demons-

ËraÈing that "a mastery of the craft of words [is] only to be attai-ned.

by a regular series of technical exercises" (p. 52)" The author of

this erticle refers to Flaubert, Maupassant, and Robert Louis Stevenson
as models; throughouË A Man from the North, Bennett's orm favorite

naturalistic authors appear as models for RÍchard Larch" The readíng
of this article and the mention of his beloved French authors
Richardts "cooling enthusíasm for letters'to

causes

leap into flame. (p. 52)

The results of RÍchardrs enthusiasm are several attempts at essays and

a short story; the latter is

t'offered to an evening daily, and never

heard from agaín" (p. 53). Richardrs attempt aL dramatíc critícism

also fails, buË the failure ceases to trouble him when his salary is
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raised. This incident suggests a shift in Richardrs system of values,
and indeed shortly after this he undergoes an existential crisis of
sorÈs.
!ühÍ1e riding on the train on the way t.o his brother-ín-lawts

funeral, Richard confronEs and excuses his inability

Ëo maintaín

a course

of writíng and study. lle dismisses hÍs concern over his lack of progress
not with a positive resolution to succeed, but with the nihilistic
quest.ions,

"Inlhy

bother about getÈlng on? hlhat did it matËer?" (p" 59)

In the morning his pessimfsm has vanished wlthout being satÍsfactorily
explored, and Richard is ready to be reaffirmed in his faith in life.
Glancing out the window, he sees a farmer's wife and finds solace in

"this suggestíon of peaceful marri.ed love" (p. 6f)"
to this

\^roman

differs

somewhat from

Richard's response

his previous response to the

prostiËutes, for he is affected as strongty by Èhis woman's domesticity
as he is by her sensuality.

In this way Richardrs evenËual marriage

to Laura Roberts is foreshadowed, for in the character of Laura Roberts
are combined these tl¡/o traits of sensualitv and domesticíËv.
The second section of the novel in particular displays several

possible options for Richard" all of r+hich are embodied in specífic
character types, like the aforementioned Laura Roberts" Richardrs

fellow clerk Jenkíns" for example, represents the extreme of sensuality
to whích Richard could sink" Jenkíns is a young dandy whose artistic
taste in clothing balances his plain taste ín food and restaurants "
Unlike Richard, who for a time prefers the more ascetic fare aE the
vegetarian restauranË, Jenkins prefers the solid ,sLeak and baked potaËoes

that are served in the srill

room. Richardfs delicate nature is
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offended by "the gross and ribald atnosphere which attended Jenkins

I

physical presence, " an atmosphere created by Jenkins ¡ unabashed delight
in the physical pleasures of "restaurants
bÍrIiards, the turf,
and r¿omen . . . usually described as rtarts "' (p. 46)
"

Jenkinsr sensuality is in marked contrast to Mr. Aked's withered

spirituality.

Mr. Aked's assocíation with the world of culture is

signified by his preference for French restaurants, where, ironically,
he is often forced to eat the blandest foods because of his chroni-c

indígestion. Although he j-s linked Eo Jenkins and to Richard by his
supposed sexual

relationship with Laura Roberts, Mr" Aked represents

for Richard

world of íntellect,

Èhe

even though his intellect

has

produced no 1íÈerary work of substance. Richard feels more kínship with

Mr. Aked than he does with Jenkins. rndeed, in Mr. Aked the reader
discerns a picture of Richard Larch in Èhirty yearsr time. Richard"
Ëoo, sees the resemblance; the measure of his ignorance is shovm by

the facË t.hat the resemblance pleases him: "They $rere very
. and the fancied similarity pleased hi.m" (p. r19).

much

alike

significanrly,

their responses to The Psychology of the suburbs are also similar.
Irrhile Mr" Aked dwells upon the price that the book is to bring rather
Ëhan upon

its subject maEEer, Richard thinks of the book in similarly

physical terms, although his vision of the volume bound in blue

buckram

is aesthetic rather than morietary. rt is the finished appearance and
t.he success of the book upon whích they dwell, rather than the oppor-

tunity for expressing theír creative impulses. Mr. Aked's death ís
Ëhus an ambiguously received event

for Richard. The flawed model of

an author that Mr" Aked represents is gone, leaving Ríchard free to

make

JL

a fresh, and presumably betËer, sÈart, buË at the

same

time his second

major attempt aL literature fai1s.
As a representat,ive of a choÍce of possible lÍfestyles

for Richard,

Adeline Aked presents a niddle course betr^reen domesticity and the

artisÈic life.

Richard's demanding standards, however, place her only

in the context of domesticity. Richardrs indecision about choosing

a

life of literature over a life of suburban domesËicitv shor^ls itself
clearly in his relat.ionship to AdelÍne. He himself sees this in
Fourteen. As he contrasËs the vision of Mr. Aked and himself

ChapËer

as

successful aut.hors of The Psychology of the Suburbs with the vision of

himself comforting a lonely Adeline after Mr. Akedfs deaËh, "the

two

vistas of the future clashed with and obscured each other. and he was
overcome by vague foreboding"

(p. L22).

At first Richard envisions Adeline as a possible mate; he fantasizes about "Mr. Richard Larch, the well-known ediËor, and his
wífe" (p. 88) in much the

same

charmÍ-ng

fashion as he envisions the completed

volume of The Psychology of the Suburbs" Adeline, however, shor+s herself

to be deficient in taste according to Richardrs standards: "Adeline
r"las rlo

artíst," (p" 121). He condescends to AdelÍne because she prefers

popular sentímental liËerature such as East Lynne and music such as
"The River of Years" to Schubert. and Ltabb6 Tigrane. BuË it is to the

popular Illustrated London News and not The Yellow Book that Richard

refers rrhen he speaks of seeing l{hisËler's Po.tai! ,Í_l.E_ì'f9!¡gr.
addition, he
ArrangemenË

seems unalrare

of the more formal title

In

of the work--

in Black and Grey: A Portrait of the Artistfs Mother--and

hence may be equally unavrare that l^Ihistlerts purpose was the arrangement
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of line and shade and not an expression of filial

sentímenË. Richardrs

rentark to Adeline that she reminds hin of the picture suggests strongly
Ëhat he has mistaken l^Ihistler's work for one of the more conventional

moralístic drawíngs of the VicËorian age. Thus is Richardrs concept
of hinself as an aspiring artist subtly undercut by Bennet,t. In

Ëerms

of actual art.istic achievement" Adeline is virÈually Richard's equal.
Richardts attitude tor¡ard Adeline appears initially

Eo change aft.er

the death of her uncle. At Mr. Akedrs deaËhbed. Richard feels thar
his experience is expanded" "that til1 that

moment he had been going

through the r¿orld with his eyes closed.

. Art

qras

a very little

Èhing" (p" 145)" This marks a departure from his previous assumption

that art is all ín all to him. and Ëhat Adeline is therefore
of his affections.

unworËhv

This idea of the relative í-mportance of art is

reinforced when Richard Iooks at Mr. Aked's case of French books and.
sees no titles,

only "a blur of yellow" (p. 153). Life itself,

and

not the naturalistsr literary preseritation of it, engrosses him now.
The proof of Richard's new atÈi.Èude lies in his response to yet

another possible ttchoice" offered to him" Soon after Mr. Akedrs
Richard meets another sorL of

the female intellectual.

r¡¡oman

deaËh"

from Adeline Aked and Laura Roberts--

Mr" Aked's nurse confesses herself to be

a

poet and the daughter of a prominent novelist, two characteristics
that " according to Richardts previous sËandards, should cause him to
prefer her to Adeline" Richard, however" is uncomfortable when con-

fronted wiÈh this intellectual woman: "Her self-reliance

somehow chafed

him,and he directed his thoughts to Adeline's feminine trustfulness with

a slight sense of relíef"

(p.

155)

" Hís predisposition toward the

unínteIlectual

r/olnan

is shown as early as the incident on Ehe train

he sees the cottage T¡român. 0n the train, he irnagines that "the

when

r,¡oman

and her hypothetical husband and children were only peasants

their

intellects dormant," yeË they awaken in him "a feeling of envy" (p. 61)"
Richardts unspoken acknorr¡ledgement of his preference marks a step in

his progress tor¡rard self-knowledge, and renders logical his ultimate
decision to marry Ëhe least intellectually
wonan

and artisticatly

inclined

in the novel, Laura Roberts" At this point,, though, RÍchard is

sti1l involved with Adeline. I^Iith hÍs ínitial

objection to her lack

of literary taste removed, theír relationshÍp proceeds on a ne!tr, tuore
serious level.
The renewal of Richardrs relationship with Adeline after the death

of her uncle,and the consequent death of his and RÍchardrs literary
projecË, is rendered symbolically by BenneËt. Richard, at Littlehampton,
fails to recognize the smartly dressed v/oman t'belonging to another
sphere" (p. 166) as Adeline. Quite literally,
neI¡¡

\¡ronìân. Adeliners station in life

he sees before hj-m

a

is here seen Èo be above that of

the "clerks and shopgirls around her"; by implication, Adelinefs station
is also far above that of Laura Roberts, a cashier. Now, at least,
Adeline appears to be all that RÍchard could wish for in a wife, but
he still

hesitates " Richard's irresolution in his attemDts at author-

shop is paralleled by his indecÍsion about his relationshlp r.¡ith Adeline.

Like Flaubert's

Emma

Bovary, he is enchanted by the possibilities

of

life only as long as they appear closed to him. No event in his life
can possibly live up to his expectations of it.

aËtitude toward life in general ís

summed

Much

of Richard's

up i-n his thoughts about
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Adeline: "Often, when acËually in lAdeline's] presence, he ventured to
ask himself, 'Am I happy? Is this pleasure?' BuË as soon as he had

left her, his doubÈfulness vanished, and he began to long for theír next
meeËing" (p" 196).

Bennettrs naturalism is much in evidence in the way that Richard's

idealism appears to hinder, raËher than to help, his attempts to

make

his life satisfacËory" In allowing Adeline Ëo sail ouË of his life
Ríchard makes impossible his dream of literature,

for Adeline, if not

an aid to his lit.erary career, at least would not be a hindrance to ít
as Laura RoberËs wou1d. SignificanLly, ít is once more at a restaurant
Ëhat Richard's life

takes an Ímportant turri.

His choice of Laura over

Adeline is hastened by his lunch wiLh Adeline at the Crabtree vegetarian

restaurant. Although he sti1l sees Miss Roberts as

conrmonplace

in

com-

parison with Adeline, his sympathy is with her and not ¡¿ith Adeline

as

he sees them together in the restauranË. Richard stil-l refuses to take

actíon to keep Adeline from going, a fact entirely in keeping wiÈh

whaÈ

the reader has seen of hís character" Bennett describes RÍchardrs staÈe
of mind in naturalistic terms: "He felt as if

some

object was rapidly

approaching Lo collide with and crush him" and he was powerless to

hinder it" (p. 209). This sentence recalls t.he metaphor of crushing in
the fírst chapter. In a sense, not only Adeline's departure but a1l
events are more powerful than Richard. As a naturalístic protagonist,
he is the victim of hereditv and events
Richard is noE signifÍcantly

"

"crushed" by Adeline's departure,

although he ís momentarily downcast. After leaving Adeline he encounÈers

yet a third prostitute, and this tíme he has "no resistance" (p" 2I7).
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This plunge inËo sensuality precedes fourteen months of lethargy, during
which he gradually gives up writing and studying. The beginning of the
ner^r

year rouses hÍm to undertake his third major sustained aÈtempt

writing"

at.

The shorÈ story, as Ëhe narrative voice comments ironically,

has "fortunaËely" been on Richardrs mind "for several months" (p" 224).
As he sets about writíng "Tiddy-fol-lo1r" Richard forgets his previous

failures"

Richard's inability

to learn from hís previous failures is

yet another aspect of his general self-deception. After studying
MaupassanÈ he makes

three atËempts at wriËing the sÈory, all of

Èhem

unsuccessful. In a pattern of rationalizaL|on with which the reader is
now

familiar, Richard excuses his failure on the grounds of his lacking

"cultured femínine society" (p. 228). Like Mr. Aked, he prefers excusing
hirnself on a flj.msy preËexÈ to making an honesÈ effort.

The next morn-

ing he meets Laura Roberts, who cannot be called "cultured feminine
society," or,an omnibus. ilis meetíng wiÈh Laura after his third
failure contrasts unfavorably with hÍs meeting with Adeline after his
second failure,

for even the setting--a bus--is less fílled r^rith ronìance

Ëhan a meeting aL

a seaside resort.

Throughout the novel Laura Roberts has been contrasted in subtle
ways with Adeline" She j-s clearly of the lower middle class; Bennett,

in descríbing her, comnents that "any person of ordinary discernment
v¡ould have guessed her occupation wíthout a great deal of difficulty"

(p" 230)" In contrast to Adeliners alert expression, Laura Roberts
has a facial expression that projects "amiability";

"passive, animal-like, inert,"

she is described as

a description that recalls the descrip-

Ëion of the cottage wonurn. (p. 230) Bennett's curious choice of epiLhet
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to descríbe Richardrs Èhoughts about Laura--t'a breathíng

womant'--everr

more strongly suggests Laura's physical appeal for him" (p. Z3I)

Richard, however, is sti11 not ready Èo seËtle into her type of life.

Like the Crabtree resËaurant wiËh which she is associated" Laura
become much improved

in Richard's eyes, but he is for the

has

moment

unwílling to resume his connection vriËh either one of them. He sti11
wishes to become an author.

Richard's fourth and final attempt at the literary life culminates

in the decision to wriËe a novel" In reporting Richard's train of
thought, Bennett makes clear t.he connection between this latest endeavor
and the earlier ones: t'Having failed in short stories and in essays, it
seemed

to him likely that t.he novel, a form which he had not so far

seriously attempt,ed, might suit his idiosyncrasy better" (p. 239). His
new

resolution is in parÈ sparked by Mrs. Clayton Vernonts

New Yearrs

card. ThroughouÈ the novel Mrs. Clayton Vernon, Richardts cousirr,
has funcËioned as a representative of public opinion in Bursley,

Richardts home Ëo\^m" Mrs. Clayton Vernon's high expectations of Richard
cause hirn to resume his attempts at authorshíp after his first

failure,

and, once again, he decides to prove "to her and to Bursley that
had not estimated too highly the possíbilities

Lhey

of Richard Larch"

(p. 238). In a manner of speaking, one r^roman provides an impetus for
Richardrs literarv career as another

r¡roman

is the ostensible cause of

iËs demise. Richard sends Mrs. Clavton Vernon a New Yearts card in
response Ëo the one she has sent him, an action that he had not performed

the previous year in his state of lethargy. He resolves to write
novel and Ëo give up

r¡romen

a

until he has made a reputation f or hiurself

.

3B

Through juxt.aposition, however, the reader's belief in Richardrs reso-

lutÍon is undercut. The next day he begins once again to dine at the
Crabtree, the restaurant where Laura Robert.s works. That níght, Richard
once again demonstraËes his lack of perseverance as he writ.es the
minimum number

of words he has seÈ for himself, sighs, and abandons his

reading in favor of yet another evening at the Ottomnn, the symbolic
locus of sensual pleasure within the novel. The book that he stops
reading is Paradise Lost, the title
renunciation of Richardrs literarv

of which ironically

names the

"paradise.t'

Richardfs nove1, the most serious attempt at lrritÍng that he

makes,

is also the source of his greaLest discouragement at íts faílure.

Not

through an impersonal rejection slip does he recognize his failure

this time. Richard has by now gained enough insight to recognize his
failures, of which this novel is unmistakably one. As he reads
through the manuscript, t'the unrelieved medíocrity" horrifies him, and

or,rn

"the certainty that he had once more failedt' sweeps over hÍm "like
cold, green wave of the sea" (p. 246).

Once more

a

his ímagination turns

to women, specifíca11y to Laura Roberts" The possl-bility of Adeline's
religious orthodoxy at one time
with a laugh the

same

made Richard uneasy; nor¡/ he dismisses

possible objection to Laura" As it had once

done

s¡ith Adeline, his fancy now sets Èo work on Miss Roberts, "idealizing
and ennobling her" (p. 250). It is ironic that this deliberate step
toward his or¡n ruín, his successful attempt to involve himself with

Laura Roberts, is Richardts only successful decisive act in A Man from

the North.

Once more,

too, he seeks out Jenkins, as if acknowledging

the sensual part of hís nature. Richard is this time aware of

where
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his true interests lie" as he had not been in his conflíctinE

dreams

about Adeline and Mr. Aked: "He had lost interest in his novel" On the

other hand, his interest in the daily visit Ëo the Crabtree
increasing" (p"

254)

was

" He clearly begins to understand his choice for

domest.icity, and his dreans of a literary life vanish rapidly as

he

falls in love rrith Laura" The naturalistic gift of detached perception
is

nov¡

his, but he is unable to use it to artístic advantage. His

ar^rareness

of his

orrrn

motíves develops only when the self-knowledge

he gains by the a\¡rareness can no longer help him.
There is no hint here that the marriase of Richard and Laura will
resemble Ehe traditional happy ending of less realistic

novels"

The

sight of Laura's sister causes Richard to reflect with resignation that
Laurae Eoo, will soon be "a typical matron of the lower middle class"

(p. 262)" Richard's slender hope Ehat his chí1dren v¿ill inherit
líËerary ability is undermined by the certainty that Richard I s lack
of purpose will also be inherited.

The ending suggests that neither in

his marriage nor in his children will Richard be saËisfied. Bennett,
writíng later about the work, conments that he sees Richardts marríage
as trinfallibly disastrous""o In essence, then, Richardts unrealistic
expectatíorrs cause him to abandon Adeline, with
compromise might have been

whom some

possible, for Laura, a

sort of

woman who

fulfills

far fer^rer of his original expectaËions" HÍ.s passivity leads him to
Èhe

destiny that he fears for himself, Eo become one of the

men from

anonymous

the north v¡hom London crushes not into suicide, in itself

extraordinary act, but inËo the ordinary obscurity of the role of
suburban husband. He will

experience but never write about the

an
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psychology of the suburbs.
A Man from the North can thus be seen to combÍne the plain style
and detached, pessiuristic tone of the French naturalists r¡¡ith several

of

;:Ëhe

predominant themes of the movement: the conflict between "spirit"

andttflesh,ttgenerally won by t'flesh" in naturalistic novels; the inevitability

of failure or compromj-se, seen as the

same

ín this novel:

the preoccupation r,rith the. lives of the middle and lower classes: and
the influence of heredÍty and envÍronmenË. Richard uses his

environmenE

as an excuse for his shortcomings; at several poinÈs in t,he novel he

raËionalizes his lack of lÍ-terary productivity as being a result of

a "lack of harmonious surroundings" (p. 238). Yet the naturalistic
basis of A Man from the North does not prevent the use of recurring
symbolic themes and characters. The theme of

women

as represenËatives

both of sensuality and of banal middle-class values in conflicË wiËh

artisËic life is enhanced by Bennettrs use of symbolism, such as the
food and restaurant motíf, and symbolic charact.ers, such as Mr. Aked and

Jenkins. In additíon, Bennett. retains these themes in his later works.
A Man from the North is important in that it prefigures noË only the

domesticity versus adventure conflict and the theme of compromise

failure in The 01d l^livesr Tale, but the themes and basic subject
for Clayhanger and These Twain as we1l.

and

n¿.Eter
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Chapter Three
The Old trIives ' Tale:
The Creation of a Nat.uralistic Heroine

In "Middle Class,ttan essay published nearly a year after the
publication of The o1d l,iivest Tale, Arnold Bennett expresses a point
of vier^r on the middle class markedly different from thaË which had concluded A Man from the North. characterizing the 'tsolid bloc of the
caste"- as being possessed of a btindness toward ttnearly every form of
1

._? ,.
1
beautyr"'
attgrim passÍon for the status Çuortt- and a "heavy and halfhonest stupidity,"4 B"rrrr"tt yet ruefully acknowledges his ambivalence
t.oward the middle class:
And I truly sympaËhize with the bloc. I do not blame the
bloc. I know that the members of tn" bloc are, like me, the
reõft of evolutionary forces now spent. Þfy hostility to
the bloc is beyond my cont.rol, an evqlutionary force gathering
\,/ay. Upon my soul, I love the bloc.And although he further denígrates the middle class in later installments

of the essay, claiming
fiction "lacks interest

EhaË

the middle class as a subject matter for
. essential viÈality

. and both moral

and spectacular beauty," the fact remains that Ít is from this

apparently uncongenial material that Bennettts finest novel, The 01d
Wivest Tale, is fashioned.6 Su"irrg in middle-class 1ífe noL death in

life,

as does his prot.agonisË Richard Larch, nor yet Tomantic advenEure,

as does Edwin Clayhanger, Bennet.t mainËains a balanced aËtitude toward
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his subject in The 01d Wives' Tale, and thus comes closer to the
naturalistic ideal of disinterested reporËing than he was to do in

any

of his oËher books.
hlhat Bennett does outstandingly well is to take the ordinary

details and people of middle-class provincial lÍfe, rather Ëhan Èhe
members

of the lower class so often

make them

interesting.

by the French naturalists " and
Constance and Sophia Baines, Samuel and Cyril
shown

Povey, might each be tradiËionally heroic--that is, might reach out

of themselves and their círcumstances toqrard

some conmon

good--if

handled differenÈIy; in Bennett's patient portrayal of Ë.heÍr compromises
and failures, hor¡rever, none wíns or loses on a totally heroic scale.

Bennett's concern is with ordinary life" a strength noted by Henry
James:

The canvas is covered, ever so closely and vividly covered,
by the exhibition of innumerable smal1 facts and aspecËs, aÈ
which we assisÈ wiLh Ëhe most comfortable sense of their
substantial truth" The sisters, and more particularly the
less adventurous, are at home in their authorts mind, they
sit and move at their ease in the square chamber of his
att.ention, to a degree beyond which t.he production of that
ideal harmony beEween creature and creator could scarcely
go, and all by an art of demonstration so familiar and so
"quiet" that the Lruth and the poeËry " . melt utterly
Èogether and we see no difference between the subject of
Ëhe shoy and the showmanls feeling, let a1one the showmanrs
manner

"

The "quiettt method, the blending of matter and manner, the "innumerable

surall facts and aspeets,tt the remarkably unremarkable charactersn
Ëhe ambivalent,
Eheme:

ironic tone all serve to underscore BennetËrs basic

the ordinary is, as Constance reflects upon occasion,

life is."

and

Compromise and

"vrhat

failure neither destroys nor ennobles any

one

4J

of his four major characters. Bennettrs presentation of .his characters
is ironic, but it is imporËant to understand the contexË of the irony
with which he treats the characters. WiËh the

same

sort of ambivalence

that characterizes his vier,¡ of the middle c1ass, Bennett alternates
between ouÈríght synpathy for his characters and ironic commenË about

them" The irony vrith vrhich he t.reaÈs them is itself undercut by the
underlying sympaËhy BenneEt feels for the characters. Thus a

comment

on Constancets herolsm, for example, may strike the reader in two

r¡Iays. At fírst only the outright irony is pereeived:

hor¿

deeds as ordinary as those that constitute Constancets life

could any
be perceived

as heroic? The assumption is that Bennett is indulging in hyperbole for

ironic effect.

Yet the underlying sympathy adds another dimension ro
BenneËtts hyperbolic t.erm t'heroism." Because of his naLuralisÈic rooËs,
Bennett Ís committed to the depiction of the ordinary, and who is to
say that Const.ancers deed is not as truly heroic in her ov¡n life as the
deed of an Oedipus or a Lear is to his correspondingly noble life?

Thus

does Bennett blend ironlc detachment and syrnpathy in The Old Wives'

Tale; through this method, he captures "the truth and the poetry" of
everyday 1Ífe.
Near the end of The 01d WívestTale, ConsËance Baines Povey

reflects that whíle she has remained t'just Constance," Sophía, in the
thirty years of her absence from Bursley, "might have growri into anyR

thing.""

Sophia Baines, beautiful, passionate, and adventurous, is as

close as the book comes to having a conventional romantic heroine.
According to Lj-terary Terms: A Dictionary, a romantic hero is

one

who "rejects all social Èíes in his yearning for ultimate truth."9
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WiËh the

modification that Sophia searches if not for "ultimate truth't

then for some existence better than that she has known in Bursley, the
Ëerm "romanÈic heroine" would

elopement and turbulent life

at first

seem Ëo suiÈ

her wel1. Her

in foreígn places help to foster Ëhis

impression. Certainly the major event of her life is outwardly the
stuff of romance, or at least of the novels of Bennettts early favorite,
the novelist Ouida: elopement with a v¡ell-to-do young man to the

excÍting capital of artistic

life and moral decadence, Paris.

Yet Bennett refrained from allowing Sophiafs story Èo develop along
conventíonal romanLic lines, although t,hat had been his first

impulse.

In his original conception for the novel, recorded in his journal entry
of 18 November 1903, Sophia vras to "have become a whore and all that;
tguilty splendour" "'10 The concept.ion took on more specífic shape a
few months lat.er when Bennett heard again "the story of the life,
and burial of the mysterious pretty Englishwoman from Líverpool

death,
who

gave lessons in English to a constant stream of messieurs chics, and

expired alone at 7 rue Breda after being robbed by a Spanish male
l1

friend.t'**

In The 01d i^livest Ta1e, the more unsavory details are elim-

inated, however, and only the "mysterious pretty Englishwoman" and the
locatÍon remain the

same.

The romantic possibilities

in Sophiars situation similarly

intrigued Frank Harris, who berated Bennett for her prosaic end. Harris
wanted Sophia t'seduced and abandoned, and then

her hand and go on
heíghts:

.

determined Eo grow .

. to take her life in
and to reach the

You give her a muck-rake Ínstead of a

Bennett

"orr1."12
was himself more strongly drar¿n to another exLreme, the conventional

+)

naturalistÍc rather than the conventional rornant.ic ending. Upon seeing
an old French peasant r¡roman harnessed to a cart, tttlittle more than a
brute,t" he t'felt a tremendous naughty tempËation to make the daughter
of the most respectable Bursley draper sink in the world and end her
days as the companion of dogs in front of a cart."l3 Sophia and Constance

both end as companions of dogs, but definitely not in such sordid
circumsÈances. Bennett instead chose to represent whaË, gíven her
ttBaines blood," would have been Ëhe most reasonable
course for Sophia
Ëo follov¡: self-denial, thrift,

and a return to her birthplace.

rn hÍs

letter responding to Frank Harrists criticism of the novel, Bennett
accused Harris of preferring the t'spiritually expensive"--in this case,
excessive sentimentality--to the rea1istic.14

"spiritually

Bennett's idea that the

expensive" type of plot should be used sparingly explains

perhaps why he refused to yield to the melodramatic on either end of

the scale by refusíng to show Sophiars fall and rise, as Harris wanted,
or her complete animalistic degradation, as required by
trem<i French naturalists.

some

of the ex-

By placing his heroine beËv¡een Ëhese

extremes, by disappointing the readers both of Ouida and of

cr¡o

ZoLa"

Bennett took a step forward in defining naturalism on his ov¡n terms

Ínstead of following either traditional romantic or traditional

naturalistic conventions
From

.

the very beginníng of the book it is clear that

Sophj-a

is

destined for something greater than Bursley and the fate of her "1ess
adventurous" sister constance. Although "those two girls,t' as Bennett

calls them aE

Ëhe

very beginning of the book, are at fj-rst indistín-

guishabre, Èheir characters are established i-n the second part of the
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chapter. Llhile waiting for her mother to return,

first

Constance

duËifully begins stitching on the 'rmonotonous background" (p. 9) of
a firescreen while Sophia r¿anders aím1ess1y about, "a prey ripe for the
Evil One" (p" 10). Such actions foreshador,¡ Constancers life--BenneÈt
later characterizes it as rtlaborious tedium . . never-ending and
monotonoustt

(p. 141)--and Sophiats as we1l, for her restlessness

causes

her t.o meet Gerald Scales and eventually to elope \,rith him. And during
the

same

short scene, in a characteristic challenge to her motherrs

auËhority, Sophia, not Ehe obedient Constance, tries on her motherrs
sacred best dress and is ignominiously toppled by it,
some

as she r¿il1

on

later occasions be toppled by Mrs. Bainesrs august presence.
The ËooÈh-pulling episode, too" is telling

Sophia's future relationship.

as regards Constance and

tlhen Samuel Povey complains of a Èooth-

ache, boËh gírls minister to him with laudanum and shawls, but Sophia
goes a step furEher in pulling a tooth--the wrong tooth, as it turns

out--while Mr. Povey sleeps. Sophía's risk-taking meets iËs match in
Constance, however. The real struggle between the sisters occurs after

they have retíred for t.he night.
shor,rs

a marked partíality

Sophia taunts Constance, who already

toward Samuel, by keeping the tooth in her

treasure box; Constance, roused to fury in what Bennett. describes as
Ëhe rtbattlertt commits an ttinconceivable transgression of the code of
honour"

(p

" 29) by rescuing the tooÈh from Sophia's Ereasure-box

and

pushing it out the window. The incÍdent foreshadows their later lj-fe

together, for Constance is laÈer the only character in the book

r,¡ho can

effectively "defeat" Sophia.
The next few episodes develop the conflicE between Sophia and an
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adversary who, unlike Constance, she ís able to defeat: her mother.

the first phase of her increasing separation from Bursley,

As

Sophia

decides Eo become a Èeacher not purely¡ ês James Hall suggests in

Arnold Bennett.: Primitivism and TasËe, ouË of a desire for t'tastet' or

higher culture, buÈ, as any adolescent mighÈ, out of a desire to get
away from

1s
home"-'
She is set against going into the shop, yet "she knew

that she would be expected to do something, and she had fixed
teaching as Ehe one possibility"

on

(p" 44)" Too, teaching mighË, in

Sophia's vier,r, Èake her as far a\day as London. Though first

her moËher

and then her father forbid the idea--as the representatives of middle-

class tradition Èhey can do nothing else--Sophia is undaunted.

She

begins to challenge and defeat her mother on her mother's own ground.
By refusing to take the casÈor oil , she wrings from l"lrs" Baines the
admission that she cannot be forced to take it,

the Square wiËhout permission, the first

and by walking out on

of her Í.ndependent travels in

the book, Sophia defies her motherts ability to keep her confined,
literally

and figuratively,

to the house and shop. Sophia's third

tríumph ín this section occurs ín her absence. Miss Chetwynd persuades

Mrs. Baines to a1low Sophia to traÍn as a teacher, an idea that. both
Sophia's parents had dismissed as impossible but a short Èime earlier.
Miss Chetwynd acknowledges silently"

however, that it is not her

owrr

persuasiveness but the fact that SophÍa has already got the better of

her mother that causes Mrs. Bainests acquiescence.
Thus far Sophiars adventures have been rather tame, servíng

primarily to shor¡ her desire to separate herself from her middleclass background, although her success aÈ geÈting what she wants

marks
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her as extraordinary" The next.

t\^Io everits

in her life,

however, contaÍn

elements of rom¡nce. As Constance and Mrs. Baines go off t.o see the
dead elephant in Ëhe square, they leave sophia in charge of her father
John Baines, r'Mid-Victorian England," lying in bed. (p. 69)

She

impulsively deserËs her duÈy, something the Ëradition-preserving
Constance r¿ou1d never

literally"

do, to talk r.¡ith Gerald Scales. Symbolically

and

she rejects mid-victorian England and iËs values in favor

of the romance and Ëhe world beyond Bursley that she associates wiÈh the
corunercial Èraveller Gerald Scales. Her choice of romance over ducy
reverses itself

in Ëhe 1aÈer Paris sequences of the novel, but her

choice early in the novel Ís consistent \dith Sophiats incarnation as

a

romantic heroine.
Sophia is not yet free" neverËheless, from the toil-s of duty. Her

revolL is soon suppt:essed as, "with an invalidts natural perversenessrtt
John Baines dies during her absence; his death is descríbed naturalis-

tically
mucous

in its emphasis on details such as Mr" Baines's "black, swollen
1ips" (p" 66). The incident, though it may seem contrived,

origÍnates in an observation Bennett

made

in his journal years before:

" an authentic story about an o1d man of nineËy. For
thírty years one or other of his aged daughters had always
been at Ehe old m"n's side"
One day both daughters
happened .
. to be aú/ay togeËher for a quarter of an hour.
They left the old man apparently q+ite wel1, but he took
advantage of theÍr absence to die."
IL is rvorth noÈing that BennetË, the naturalístic reporter of the
journal accounÈ, gives r¡ray to Bennett, the ironisL, in the fictional
account" thus minimizíng the Lragedy of the death by emphasizing t.he
comedy surrounding

its occurrence. In the novel, the last sentence of

/,o

the journal account is transmuted into a more elevat.ed diction for
comic effect: "he had

" taken advanÈage of Sophia's brief dereliction
Ëo expire_ [enphasis rnine]" (p. 66). Thus the deaÈh of her father

becomes

yet another of Sophiars comic Ëriumphs over the exisÈing ord.er.

Her triumph over her father parallels her earlier triumph over her
mother, another representative of the existing order.
Through symbolÍsm and an aËtent.ion to deËail BennetÈ undercucs

the romance of Gerald and sophiars courtship, just as he has earlíer
undercut. the tragedy of John Baines's death through the use of comedy.

Although it is Eechnically romantic, the courËship of Gerald and Sophia

decidedly lacks Ehe elements of romance as they are generally pictured

in fiction.
He

Gerald is handsome but is

somewhaË

shorter than sophia.

lacks the polish and elaborate plans of a seducer: "the classic

device of the seducer"

(p

"252) that he tries fails miserably when

puc

up against the connon sense of the "fragile slip of the Baj-nes stock,
unconsciously drawing upon the accumulated strength of generations of
honest living"

(p.

259)

" The romantic seduction scene disintegrates

into a conflict of wills between two young rebels agaÍnst the middle
class who fail to see that even in their rebel-lion they cannot escape

its values. As much as she tries, Bennett suggests, Sophia cannot
separaEe herself from her heredity.
symbolÍ-sm

Ín the novel,

rn his analysis of the cavern

James Hepburn sees sophÍats

refusal to look

inËo the railway pit during their courtship as foreshadowing her later

refusal to "look inlo the pit [of corruption] with him. "16 Although
she does not mind walking with Gerald in the "clayey mar1" and getting

her feet rnuddied to a certain extent, sophiats refusal to look inro
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the pit

may be seen as an

early manifestaËion of her fundamental

Baines conservat.ism. she is ready to rebel, but never will she do

past the liniËs set by her Baines
ordinary in its

,r¡ray

conìmon

so

sense. Her "rebellion" is

as Constancers devoËion to duty.

as

The seduction story

in The 01d I{ives t Tale thus ends, not. with seduction and abandonment,

as

in Frank Harrists preferred version of the st.ory, but in a decidedly
prosaic marriage.
sophia's life in Paris siarilarly does not live up to its promise

of romance, though, as James IIal1 suggests in Arnold Bennett: Primitj.vism
and Taste, París represents for the characters in Bennettrs novels the

epitome of culture and ronance.lS Ab".rdoned by Gerald after some mean-

spirited squabbling about money, sophia fal1s ill

of

mucous

fever. Hall

sees the illness as a relic of Ehe illnesses suffered by heroÍ-nes in

victorian ,rorr.1""19 Reality intrudes upon romance as sophia is forced,
in her illness, to depend upon Madame Foucault.
magnificent

r¡/oman

Madame

FoucaulË, the

Ín the vermilion cloak sophia had last seen at

Sylvainrs, is four years later merely a blousy, aging prostitute,
embarrassing in her hysteria over the loss of her young lover.

rn

one

of the symbolic scenes in the novel, Sophia walks through the apartment
after her illness, impressed at first with the apparent lavishness of
her surroundings as she had been Ímpressed by

Madame

FoucaulL at

Sylvaints. AlmosË immediately, however, she is repelled both by the
dirt and the t'horríble welter of a cabinet de toi lette" as she "peeps,
literally

and figuratively,

"behÍnd the screen" (p. 3f5).

Earlier,

Sophia has reflected

the emotional change that the geographic

transltion of

Paris has

moving to

made

in her self-perception:

t'
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In the Square she was understood to be quiÈe rtrithout conmon
sense, hopelessly imprudenÈ; yet here, a spring of sagaeity
seemed t.o be welling up in her al1 Ehe time, a continual
antidoËe against Ëhe general uradness in which she found

herself. (p.

26L)

As a culm'ínation of this process Sophia becomes a tttragic masterpiecett

(p" 293) of. Geraldrs devisingr å llornên of experience but liËt1e

com-

passion" The look behind the screen helps to complete her education:
"And novr Sophia knew thaÈ she, Sophia, knew all thaÈ

T¿ras

to be knovm

about human nature" (p. 32L)" The seeming irony--she cannoË, after all,
knor¡ everything, even though she assumes Ëhat she does--does not negate

the fact Ëhat. Ë,his is indeed the major sËep she takes tov¡ard understanding human nature.
I,'Ihat saves Sophia from Mme.

Foucault's fate is not this knowledge,

nor yet the native sagacity t.hat causes her to reflecÈ Ëhat even as a
courÈesan she would surely have saved money. Once again instincË saves

Sophia from herself.

Wondering at her refusal of Laurence's offer,

whÍch would surely have led her ínto the demi-monde, Sophia decides thaÈ

íË was "the result of some tremendously powerful motive in herself,
r^rhich could

not be questioned or reasoned with--qrhich was, ín fact, the

essential her" (p. 333). BenneËt leaves tanLalizingly ambiguous here
the issue of whether "Lhe essential her" results from the Baines blood
in Sophia, or possibly

some environmental

or social pressure. Indis-

puËable is the fact that once again the inevitable course of a romantic

novel of seductíon and abandonment has been transformed to create a

more

realistic picture of life as it is really lived.
Sophia's essential t'Bainesness" emerges as a combinatíon of the
corunercialism of her forefathers and the middle-c1ass domestic instincts
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of Mrs. Baines and Constance. Her native ttspring of sagaciËytt

causes

her to rebel against what she sees as Èhe improvidence and extravlelrr
emoËionalis¡o of the French just as she has earlier rebelled against

the stolidity

of British provincial rniddle-class life.

The sexual

atmosphere of the rue Brdda, its haphazard and easygoing style of life,

epitomízes one aspecË of the nineteenth-century English attitude toward
France in general and Paris in particular.

Sophiats unconscious response

to the rue Brdda is to exaggerate her Englishness, something

she

accompllshes by reverting to more typically "Baines" behavior.

Rejecting selling her body as a courtesan as she has years earlier rejecÈed

the respectable sort of selling involved in beÍng a shopkeeper,

she becomes an entrepreneur in a different line: Ëhe pension.
Sophia

I

s entry into the r"rorld of

connnerce

is accidental .

üIhen

Mne" Foucault runs away wíth a lover, leaving Sophia in possession of

the flat and furniture, Sophia takes on the responsibility of creating
a pension. In allowing herself to be housebound, she begins to lead

a

life more and more like that of her sister Constance. In a serrse. Sophia
becomes as much

a slave to her rickety furniture as Constance is to the

"supremely tgoodftt pieces from the Baines and Maddack households.
Constance dislikes leaving her house, so, too, does Sophia refuse

As
Lo

leave her furniture during the siege, though she can well afford to
do so. For both sísters, housekeeping becomes a passion. In their

pride about their houses, both sisters ignore the outside world. For
ConsEance, "ner^Ispapers

did not exist.

She never had

the idea of openÍng

one, never felt any curíosity which she could not satisfy, if she could

saËisfy it at all, without the powerful aid of the Press" (p. 203).

5?

Sophia ígnores ner/¡spapers f or months at a t j.me, and even the momentous
evenËs she

lives through stir her not at all: "Her ignorance of the

mílitary and political

situation was complete; the situation did not

inËeresË her" (p. 345) " Yet the siege affecËs Sophia by rousíng in her
Èhe commercial

spirit of the ne\,r age. In buying low and selling high,

ruthlessly chargíng all that the traffic will bear, she reflects
new acquisitiveness
Èakes over

of the Midland Clothiers

Company

t.he

that evenÈua1ly

the Baines shop" Her acquÍsitiveness also is a t'reversion"

to vhat E. M.

i^1.

Tillyard calls the'tvigorous mercantile Non-conformismt'

of her forefather".20
Sophia confirms her choice of busi.ness over romance when she reject.s

Chirac. In Chirac, Bennett has again amended the traditions of the
romantic novel to ta1ly more closely with real 1ife.

From

his initial

appearance Ín The O1d Wj-vesr Ta1e, Chirac performs deeds consistent with

the role of lover by rescuing Sophia on several occasions: in the
restaurant when the drunken Gerald fails to

come

back for her; in helping

her to settle with the landlady after the execution at Auxerre; and in
taking her to
ill.

YeE

Mme.

Foucault's instead of a hospital when Sophia fal1s

in person he is even less prepossessing than Gerald,

Sophia ultimately finds him ridículous.

and

The instinct that enables her

to defeat Gerald and refuse Laurence agaín asserts its povrer.

She

refuses Chirac not because she \^Iants to, but because she can do nothing

else: "the instinct which repulsed him r,¡as not within her control

(p.

360)

She wanted

to love him.

But this obstínate

instÍnct held her back" (p. 361). Instinct is, of course, a favoriEe
caËchrnrord

of the French naturalists. since thev often use it to describe

the animalistic drive thaË motivaËes the physical behavior in naturalistíc novels. IIow ironic, then, for BennetË Èo reverse the naturalistic
use of the term by usingrtinstincttt to characËerize Sophiats feeling

of self-preservat.ion that Èakes the form not of self-índulgence,

as

rnight be expected, buÈ self-denial. (p. 256) At the Gare du Nord before
Ëhe balloon ascent, Sophia

realizes Ehat the situatíon with Chirac is

romanËic, but allows him, and, it is understood, all hope of ronance

to sail away in a balloon, never to be heard from again. Early in the
novel, during her walk with Gerald to the pit-shaft,

Sophia feels

as

"help1ess as though she had been in a balloon \.¡ith himt' (p. 100). Here
she rejects the "ba1loon-ride" of a romance with Chirac. The narrator
sËates f 1aË1y t.hat |tthis v/as the end of Sophia t s romantic advent.ures

j.n France"; it is also, in fact, the end of her residence in France as
epitomized by the rue Br6da. (p. 373) Shortly afrerr¿ard she buys the
Pension Frensham, situated on the English-named rue Lord Byron, though

nothing of the ronance of Byron's life seeps inËo hers. She takes over

the pension from an English couple and spends the next thirty years
caÈeríng to English tourists, neither reading a French book nor seeing

a French p1ay" Instead she creat.es a miniature Bursley in the heart
of Paris. As

James

Hall remarks, she symbolically becomes "Mrs.

)1
Frenshamtt;-* she j-s married, as Constance is" to her house.

When Sophia

Book

returns in fact as r¿el1 as in spirit to Bursley ín

Four, she has fulfilled

commenL

the leÈter if not the spirit of Geraldrs

on Claudine Jacquinot, who "made a 1ot of money, and retired to

her native tovm" (p. 266). Unlike Claudine Jacquinot, however, Sophia
has not become a "wrong t,tttt'; the Ëragedy of her life lies in a different
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quarter" She is constitutíonally unable to be satisfied in her
surroundings and continually rebels against the status quo, whether it
be established in terms of English or French life"

She

is innpatient

restless with St. Lukers Square and Bursley early in life;

and

indeed, this

forms the basis of her friendship with Gerald Scales, as they band to-

gether to look down on Bursleyts provincial excitement over a

elephant"

YeË

dead

during her sojourn in Paris, Bursley and things English

becomettgood,t'and the desire for romance and appreciatíon of things
French that characterizes her in Bursley give way to exasperation

rvhen

she is confronted with the real France. Converselv. on her returri

Lo

Bursley she reflects on the virtues of the French:
She had always compared France disadvantageously with England,
always resented the French temperament in business, always
been convinced thaË "you never knew where you weret' wiÈh
French Ëradespeople" And now they flitted before her endowed
r,rith a wondrous charm. (p. 429)

Sophiats renewed condescension toward Bursley is matched by

a

resumption of her earlier struggle with Constance. Shortly afËer Sophia

arrives in Bursley and perceives its límítations, she ínitates a

cam-

paign to make Constance travel with her" The action is ironic in light

of what Lhe reader has seen of Sophía in Paris. That the Sophia

who

only by a serious illness can be persuaded to give up the PensÍon
Frensham, and who refuses to leave her furniture during the sÍege of

Paris should now chide Constance for refusÍng to leave her house is
ludicrous. The narrator reinforces this impression by commenting
"Sophiats life,

in its way, had been as narror¡r as Constancets.

her experíence of

human

riature

r"ras

Ehat

Though

wide, she had been in a groove

as
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deep as Constance's. She had been utterly absorbed in doing one single

thing" (p.
first

460)

" Like her sister, Sophia Ís sËubborn, and she fails at

to see that her triumph in getting Constance to Buxton is

an

exËraordinary, never-to-be-repeated event" She does not understand that
she cannot best, Constance, a preserver of tradition,

as she has bested

those earlier tradiËionalists, her parents. In reasoning wiÈh Constance,
Sophia echoes AunË Harriet Maddack's bullying of Mrs. Baines" Aunt

Harrietrs boast that there is "no

smoke

at Axe! No stuffiness aL Axe!"

(p" 108) prefigures Sophia's disgust that. Constance must live "'in all
that smoke! and r¡ith thaÈ dirt!"'

G" a6a). But Constance, unlike her

mother, will not be dragged away from her home j-n order to be endlessly

instructed by her more energeËic sister.

Sophia, as Aunt Harrietts

protegee, has tried and failed to play the part her predecessor has
played previously in the relationship between elderly sisters, and to

her credit realizes her defeat immediately, saying to herself, "tYoutve
made

a mess of thís.

Youtve not eonquered this time. Youtre beatent"

(p. 466)" After a lifetime of taki-ng charge, Sophia is at last vanquished though Constance's sheer inertia, reduced to indulgÍ-ng in petty
wars r¿ith servants who once would never have dared to defv her.
Time is the other adversary that Sophia cannot defeat.

Even as a

young gírl she detests Mr. Critchlo\,r, the only character in the book
who successfully defies time and thus comes to be assocj-ated with it.

It is the recognition of what time can do, rather than the fact of
Geraldts death, that causes Sophiats second stroke and her death.
Looking at Geraldfs body, Sophia is struck by "the riddle of life;
had once been young, and " .

he

he had grown old, and was no\,/ dead. That
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vas all.

YouEh and

vigour had

come

to that.

Everything came to

that" (p" 485)" Sophia does not have the equanimity that Mrs. Baines
and Aunt HarrieE experience vrhen looking at the body of John Baines, or

the ratíonal thought, thaË Constance has after Samuelts death" thac every
urarriage must end with a widow or a widower" Like her father, Sophia

dies of a stroke, thus completing the repetition of her past agaínsE
t¿hich she has for so long struggled. The education of Sophía Baines,

which began vrith Gerald Scales, thus comes ful1 circle by ending with

him" It is appropriate that, since each shock of experience that Sophia
undergoes further defines Lhe "tragic masterpiece" of her life,

ultimate knowledge to which she can attain shoul-d kill

the

her. Her final

understanding is an epiphany, for she understands her

ornm

life in the

contexË of eternal time.

In weighing the triumphs and failures of this would-be romantic
heroine, iE is possible to see how completely Bennett has undercut the
potential emot.ional excesses of the novel. Against all the wishes
advice of her parents, Sophi4 gets the romance she dreams of,
represented by Gerald Scales and a life

and

as

in Paris. Yet her marriage ís

not a success and, as she early reflects, she performs a sort of

penance

by stayÍ-ng with Gerald. Her other great desire is to run a first-class
pensíon and to make money; she achieves both aims at the same time.

But the cost of her effort is considerable: a life of monotonv and sel-fdenj-al, devoid of romance and human affection.

Even

this lirnited

success is undercut by Sophiats recognition at Buxton that there are

other ways than hers to run a first-class

boardinghouse, and that the

arÈ to which she has devoted most of her life i-s an art that she has
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never;final1y- mastered. In a characteristic BennetÈ Írony, Sophia's
successes as a romantic heroine--her elopement, her life

turn ouÈ to be the source of her qreaEest failures"
less examínatÍon of how a

member

in Paris--

Bennettts relent-

of the middle class can make the

most

extraordínary events ordinary, of how a rebel like Sophia creaËes for

herself an ordinary life instead of the grand life she envisions, creates
a picture of the intensity of life without resorting to

melodrama.

In opposition to Sophia exists a character whose every movement
seems mundane, whose

yet whose life

life is almost an exercise in middle-class values,

encompasses

a moment of greatness: Samuel Povey. If

Sophia represents Bennettts íroníc treatment of the romantic heroine,

then surely Samuel receives an equally ironic treatment as an idealist.ic

hero, although Bennettls ultimate judgment of Samuel, like his final
judgment of Sophia, rests not in irony but in ambiguity. Sophia begins

by rebelling against Bursley and ends by internalizing Bursley
completely that it is indistinguishable from her

or¿n

values.

so

Samuel

begins in outward conformity to Bursleyts staíd commercial values, yeL
ends by leading the town in championing his cousin Daniel, a man

whom

Bursley likes but mistrusts somewhat because of his adherence to the
t'cult of Pan." Samuelts ttPoveyt' heredíty determínes much of his behavj-or, just as Sophiats "Baines" blood determines hers. As he matures,
Samuel becomes more and more

true to his Povey blood. "Povey blood"

is characterized by a spirit of adventure. In Daniel Povey, it
eynresses irself

throush Danielts adherence to the cult of Pan. In

Danielts son, Dick, the Povey blood appears as an obsession vrith
progress, symbolized in a series of new and progressively more dangerous
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machines: boneshaker" auËomobíIe, and balloon"
AÈ

the beginning of The 01d tr^Iivesr Tale,

Samuel

is presented

primarily as a comic character. As is Gerald Scales, Samuel is unprepossessíng physically, and the expository description of his character

scarcely suggests his potential greatness:

. . . a quiet., diffidenË, secretive, tedious,
and obstÍnate youngish man, absolutely faithful, absolutely
efficient in his sphere; without brilliance, without distinction, perhaps rather little-rninded, certainly narrow-minded;
buË what a force in the shop! (p" 14)
He was Mr" Povey

The final phrase captures exactly a characteristic Bennett ambivalence

about Samuel, as does the paralleling of virtues such as faithfulness
and efficiency wiEh theír attendant deficÍencies.

crass sphere, suggests Bennett the artist,

I{hat a narrow

and

in which Eo excel, yet Bennett

the naturalist recognizes that greatness is indeed found primarily in
such mundane places. Excessive, perhaps, is the application of the

labe1 "narrort-minded,ttfor Samuel alone of the major characters in the
novel is able to rise above his original fÍxed perceptions of the world

in defense of his cousin Daniel. Yet the description is in keeping with
the initial

characterizat.ion of Samuel as an unexceptional Everyman:

he is first

seen after all,

as a comic cor,¡ard, avoiding a visit

Lo

the denti-st.. The tooth-pu11ing epi-sode is nevertheless the last
instance in which Samuel ís seen as purelv comic.
Samuel soon begins

to establÍsh his indivíduality within the con-

fines of what BenneEt suggests is his natural sphere: the shop. Chapter
Five of Book One fntroduces the respective courtships of Sophia

by

Gerald and Constance by Samuel; the courËship of the latter paír begins,
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appropriately, over the making of tickets for bolts of cloth.
trivial

This

activiËy is identified as "revolutionary" by the narrative

voÍce, r¿hich coÍrîents thatttthey \^/ere the forces of the future insidiously at vrork to desËroy what the forces of the past had created" (p.
75). Samuel is not only a revolut.ionist; he is, as is hís son after
him, an artist"

Already acknowledged to be "the best window-dresser

in Bursley," he brings r¡hat, is described as "his lirtle

parcel of im-

agínation" to the invention of adjectives to describe cloth. (p. 75)
He, like Sophia, is confined by the limÍtations of "instinct,"

unlike her, he uses to the utmost the artistic

but

Ëalents in his nature.

Like Sophía, too, he attempts to vanquish the forces of tradition in the
person of the fornidable Mrs. Baines, v¡ith only indifferent success at

first:

"exquisite" on a window ticket, she tells Constance in his

hearing" isttnot suitable,ttand Samuel is disturbed enough to blush"
(p.

78)

Mrs. Baines has not won her battle for tradition and Constance yet,
though. Love rouses Samuel to feats of unusual courage, as it
Constance when she

does

rífles Sophia's treasure box for his stolen tooth"

Mrs. Baines and her reínforcement, Aunt Harriet Maddack, momentarily
daunt hirn; they go "over Mr. Povey like traction-engines," leaving him

"lying crushed there in the road" (p" 107). Jealousy, however,

compels

him to put aside his fears and confront Mrs. Baines over his right to
engaged

to Constance" The confrontation is an act of bravery undercut

by a narrative comment that "he mighË have appeared somewhat grotesque

to the strÍctly

impartial observer of

naËuralistic author. This

human

nature"--ín short, to

somewhat coy evasion

a

of authorial respon-

be

b1

sibility

in comenting upon Samuel paradoxically ca1ls more attention

t.o

the authorts judgment than the undadorned adjecËive ttgrotesque" rrould
have. There is need for the appeal to the t'impartial observer," however.
The scene marks a turning point in the conversion of Samuel from a comic

to an heroic figure; in deference to Samuelts former characterization,
the author must concede, as the reader is probably doing, the grotesquerie ínherenË in Samuelrs challenge to the formidable Mrs. Baines,
yet the emphasis ín the paragraph is on Samuelrs genuine emotions,
which are not to be laughed at.

By showing the reader an unexpected

depEh

of feeling and tenacíty in Samuel, Bennett prepares the reader for

Samuel

I

s extraordinary fight to save Daniel. Samuel retains

some

comic characteristics, but never again is he treated wiËh the
condescension

same

"

I^/ifh his old adversary Mrs" Baines safely at Axe after his marríage

to Constance, Samuel allows more of his individuality to surface.
st.ance at first

Con-

encourages the change, suggesting that he wear linen

collars raËher than the cheap paper ones he is accustomed to wearing.
The swiËch to linen collars, his earlier conversion from Primitive
Methodism to Wesleyan Methodism, and his increased contact wíth Daniel,

a shop-owner, mark Samuelts transformation from shop assÍstant to
shopkeeper, and his attendant entrance from the working into the

rniddle class " As Ha1l remarks, "the Baineses are an old family

to that of Samuel Povey, and Bennett often suggests that
matter of paper collars

compared

in the

they could teach Povey a thing or t*o."22

The changes Samuel himself makes are less indicatj-ve of his change in

class than of his emerging spirit of adventure. He buys a Èerrier,

OZ

Èhough no dog has ever

before invaded the Baines household, and smokes

openly rather Ëhan secretly, thereby coming I'out. in his true colours
as a blood, a blade, and a gay spark't (p" 134) much as cyril "comes out"

lat.er as a dandy" Replacing the sign over the Baines shop is the
monumental

of the changes

Samuel m¡kes, and

it, even more than hís

success in getting Mrs" Baines to come to Bursley for ChrÍstmas,

Èhat the household has entered a

ner,r

family, notably the "criminal" cyril,

most

shor*s

era" Yet in his dealings wÍÈh his
samuel is not noticeably differ-

ent from Mrs" Baines, the former ruler of the house.
trIith his son, Samuel behaves like the Jehovah of the Old Testament"

ruling precísely by the letter of the law. IIe is Ëhe "hj_gh invísible
god" that determines the precise Ëime of cyril's

feeding, ignoring

mute emotional appeals of constance and Miss rnsull.

t.he

similarly, the

rude four-year-old Cyril who hits Mr. Critchlor¿ts grandniece and runs to
Ëhe

coal cellar is punished by Samuel in his guise of "a god who is

above human weakness" (p. 169). cyril's

of a silver florin from the till

greatest. crime, the stealing

to buy a pipe and cigarettes,

causes

samuel to reflect. on his ovm possible bad influence on cyril.

He does

not see cyrilts smoking as the t'Povey blood" coming out in his

son"

Rather, he blarnes himself for the bad example he has set his son.

His 01d Testament righteousness thus turns upon him as much as upon his
son" As Samuel sees it, the t'sins of the father" have been visited
upon the son, and the son must be punished accordingly.

Other traits of Samuel are carried on in his son. As Samuelts
smokíng is carried on ín Çyril, so Eoo is hís artistic

Cyrilrs arË is not, líke his father's, useful.

serise, though

Cyril furEher

shov¡s
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Èraces of his father by finally
Samuel

getting the ugry bull-terrier

that

earlier l^rants but denies himself because of the cost"

Samuel

is occasionally indulgent with cyril, but in his puníshment of cyril's
crimes, he is exactíng and unremítting, lackÍng, or so constance thinks,
in a sense of proporËion: t"After a1l,t she ¡¿ould whisper,tsuppose he
has taken a few shillings out of the ti1l!

what then? I^Ihat does it

matter?1" (p. 186) The spírit of repression that Samuel shows Ín his
dealings with cyrí1 is appropriate to his position as a middLe-class

victorian father and as an upstanding member of the Bursley community.
The "Povey blood" that he allows to surface only occasionally in himself

is exactly what he seeks to stamp out in his son, instilting
instead a rigid respect for

in him

Law"

The "high invisible god" in Samuel gives way when he deals with

his cousin Daniel, a "priest" in the Hellenic pre-Christian cult of
Pan, according to the narrative voice. With Daniel, Samuel

becomes

transformed from Everyman into a type of Christ, dying ín a futile

attempt to redeem his cousin" The body of Gerald Scales teaches Sophia
whaÈ

life is, and the body of sophia teaches the

stance.

Samuel-

same lesson

to con-

has a similar education: he comes Lo understand through

his conversatÍons with Daniel that "1ife was, and must be, life"

(p.

151). HÍs educatÍon through Daniel is completed when he, like his
wife 1ater, and like his sister-in-law, gazes over a naturalistically
described body:

Mrs. Daniel Povey lay stretched awkwardly on a \,/orn horsehair
sofa, her head thror,m back, her face di-scoloured, her eyes
bulging, her mouth wet and yar+ning. . . Her scanEy yellowgrey hair was dirty, her hollowed neck all grime, her hands
abominable, her black dress ín decay. . . . Time and the slow

^/,

r¡/-rath

of

God had changed

her. (p. I92)

The distortion that death brings to the features first

of John Baines

and

Mrs" Povey, and later to Sophia, echoes t,he negaËion that death brines
Èo their 1íves. I^Iorthy tradesmen like John Baines and worthless

drunkards like Mrs" Povey are alike grotesque in death; even as imposing

a man as

Samuel appears

in his coffin to lack dignity.

As in the exper-

iences of Constance and Sophia, Samuel's recognition of the power of time
does not long precede his own death. It is fitting
comes Èo have meaning through Daníe1,

that as his life

so too should his death follow

from a connection with Daniel.
The murder

of Mrs" Povey brings about a change i-n Samuel, both Ín

hÍs character and in the way in which he is presented. Even in the
moment

of his solemn punishment of Cyril I s stealing he is undercut

through auËhorial description; not yet an imposing figure, he is

"little

fat

man

over fifty,

a

with a wizened face, grey-haired and grey-

bearded" (p. 182). Yet in his attempÈ to save Daniel he is at last
no longer ridiculous"

old

Seeing in Daniel a "living refutation of the

Hebrew meriaces"ttSamuel

reflects that indeed t'God is not mocked""

an idea Ehat does not confirm him in the Jehovah-like strictness of

hís views, but ínstead causes a "revulsion in himself towards that
stríct codified godliness from whÍch, in thought, he had perhaps
slipping away" (p.

l-94)

" He has exchanged the legalistic

been

"codified

godliness" of the Old Testament for the merciful attitude toward

human-

ity contained in the New Testament. He sees Daníel, in fact, as

t'a

sort of Christ between thíeves" as Daniel is led from the courtroom.
and the narrative voice cornments that ttËhe captive is more sacred even
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than a messiah" The lar¿ has him in charge!" (pp. 197-198) Samuelrs

revulsion from the Law becomes compleÈe as he understands Danielrs
plight.

Finally, "he Isees] things as they Iare]" (p. 198)"

Freed nov¡ from his belief in the Law, he is free to become the u1timaÈe hero, a Bursley type of ChirsË. His missíon to save Daniel is

"religíous in its solernn intensity"; he ís even willing to set aside the
sacred commercial stricEure of saving money, insËead "pouring out

ín preparation" for the trial.

money

(p. L99) He merges his own identity with

Danielrs, becoming not rnerely t'Danielf s avènging angel" but "ind.eed,
Daniel" and thereby assuming Daniel's Christlike attributes. (p. 199)
Paradoxically the cause that leads to his death also gíves him the

"eternal youth of the apostle" (p. 200). But this eternal youËh exists
only in his spirit,

in his absolute unwillingness to give up his

even for the sake of hís physical health.

first

cause

His optimism manifests itself

in his unwillíngness to believe that Danie1 can be condemned,

and

then in his wísh to get twenty-five thousand signatures on the petitÍ-on;
he ís disappoinEed on boÈh counts" Nor his he spared the índignity of

fighting a continual battle r¡ith Constance, who ingloriously

v¡ages rrar

with boots, hot bricks, and mufflers. As there Ís irony in Constance's
death, so too is there irony in Samuelts: having survived the worsË of
of five hundred yards to the
" "journey
distance. (p" 215) Thus even in the manner of his

his travels, he is felled by
rectory," a tríflíng

death Samuel appears more ignominious than heroic, despite his heroie,

Christlike attempts at saving Daniel. There is no unalloyed triumph
granted to Samuel Povey.
Since he has t'become Daniel," ic is not surprising thaE

Samuel
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cannot live long after Danielrs death. Samuelts death, though called
t'casual

," is one of the fer¿ occasions in the book when the irnplied

author judges a character in the first

person:

He lacked individualiÈy. He was 1itt1e" I have often laughed
at Samuel Povey. But I liked and respecÈed him.
. I have
always been glad to think that, at the end of hís 1ife,
destiny took hold of him and displayed, to Ehe observant,
Ëhe vein of greaÈness r^rhich runs through every soul wiËhout
exception. He embraced a cause" losË it, and died of it"
(p. zLs)

There is a curious contradition here. The reader is told that Samuel

lacks "individuality,"

as he is earlier told that Samuel lacks "imagin-

ation" (p. L96)" YeÈ surely Lhe heroism he shows, the fact that "destiny [takes] hold of him" and causes him to behave more selflessly

and

act in a better cause than any oËher character in the book, designates
him as a true hero in The Old Wives'Ta1e. Both Sophia and Samuel,
however, are denigrated as heroes by the multitude of belittling

physical details
explicit

ËhaË surround them

all of their lives.

conmenÈary on Samuel cannoÈ

Too, Bennettrs

be ignored" It is as if Bennett

needs to provide the same sort of balance in assessing Samuel that he

provides in assessing the other characters. Hence his eulogy of

Samuel

undercuts the characterrs potentíal great.ness. Thus is Samuel Povey
presented naturalistically:

the balance that Bennett strikes

between

irony and sympat.hy allows the reader to see not an idealized portrait,
but the character as a real
Samuel

t

human being.

s son CyríI Povey represents an altogether dj-fferent sort

of potential hero for the novel. As llall suggests, he is the spiritual
descendent of hís Aunt Sophi^.23 He,1íke Sophia, leaves Bursley, and

6l

in his looks and his secretiveness

ConsÈance sees

that he and his

aunt resemble "one another" (p. 451). Nevertheless Cyril more closely
resembles a type of hero found ín A Man from the North and Clayhanger:

the aesthetic or artistic

young man, represented j-n Ëhose novels by

Richard Larch and Edwin Clayhanger, respectively.

Although Cyril cannot

seriously be considered as the hero of The 01d tr^IÍvest Tale because of
his subordinate role in the work, hís character is an important link
in Èracing the development of this type of Bennett hero.
From almost

his first

appearance, as a baby aged ten months, Cyril

dísplays both the narcissism he later adopts in his incarnation as

a

dandy and traces of his fatherrs adventurous Povey b1ood" The descrip-

tion of Cyrí1îs world from his own point of vier¡ is not merely perceptive observation, on Bennettts part, of a babyts consciousness. As the
baby Cyril's complete self-absorption renders objeets such as Fan or

the India-rubber ball as tangential to his existence, so the

gro$rrt

Cyril regards Constance as ttmerely a dim figure in the background" of
his universe. (p" 239) Unlike most babíes, Cyril never outgrows his
infantile appetites and perceptions. As a chíld he displays a simÍlar
selfishness when he snatches cake away from Mr" Critchlor^/ts grandniece
'FL^'l^Èrôr
at a chjldrente ¡--+-'
fhe hesinnins
of
inCident markS
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career in ttcrimer" as the chapter title suggests.
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^-{'nes show, as Samuel fears, the Povey inf luence.
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The

boldness that Cyril shows in lightÍng a candle in the coal cellar after

the debacle of t.he children's party prefigures his willingness to
smoke, a vice for which Samuel guiltily

sees that he has provided the

model. More serious than smoking and the petty theft Cyrí1 commi-ts,

6B

however, is the impulse underlying these actions.

By failing

to regard

the ti11 as sacrosanct, Cyril announces his difference from his Victorian capltalistic

forebears and strikes, as Bennettrs narrator

conmenËs,

"aE the very basis of society" (p. 185). Although he has inherited
samuelrs arËistic bent, cyri1, un1lke samuel, does noÈ atËempt Èo put

his imaginaËion t.o vrork on anything more pracÈl-cal than his schoolboy's
map

of Ireland.

Throughout his life

Cyrilrs artistic

leanings serve

separate him from the middle-class cornrnercialism of the Five

Towns.

Art and freedom from the Baines sort of ruiddle-class exist,ence are
linked" samuel understands this unconsciously when he destroys
Ëhe smoking

Èo

Ëhus

noË

materials but the moss rose picÈure, "Cyril-ts expression of

hirnself," as Alice Patterson puts it.24

Similarly, Samuel sees in

cyríl's plan to take art lessons "a plan to obtai-n freedom in the
evenings--that. freedom which samuel had invariably forbídden" (p" 225)"
Pat.terson notes that "Samuelts use of signs and 1abe1s seems actually

to have been to assert the old principles more publicly and thus to
uphold the old order of things."25 cyril's

arto though it wi1l. evenËually

deny rather than uphold the vict.orian order of things, is as yet not far

from his fatherts.

rn creating sentimental picËures of roses, cyril

merely echoes the victorj-an taste of his parents. when cyril cajoles
constance into letting hiin enroll in art classes and sËay up late to

finish a drawing, his dual transgression of his late fatherrs rules is
mitigated by hÍs choj-ce of subject: Sir Edwin Landseerts Stag aË Eve,

a

reproduction of a popular painting by Queen Víctoria's favorit.e por-

traitist.
Not until hís incarnatíon as a dandy does Cyril break free from the
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taste of his parents, and even Ëhen his adoption of AesËheËic ideas
smacks

rather of bondage t.o a ready set of ideas than to free thought"

The break beËween cryil

and vicËorÍan taste is signalled by his rein-

troduction and hence syrrbolic rebirth as a ne\d character: "rn the year
1893 there was a nelr and strange ûran living at No. 4 sÈ. Luke's square"

(p. 237)" Though he wears no green carnations or ye11ow gloves,
emblems

of dandyism, there can be no doubt that cyríl has embraced its

sartorial excesses:
Very few of his like had ever been seen in Bursley before"
One of the striking things about him was the complex way in
trhich he secured himself by means of glittering chains "
Then there rrere longer chains, beneath t.he waistcoat, partly
designed" no doubt, to deflect bullet.s, but serving mainly
to enable the or¿ner to haul up penknives, cigareËte-cases,
rnatch-boxes, and key rings from the profundities of hip

pockets. (p. 237)

Cyrilrs raíment is significant.

By becoming a dandy, Cyril is freed

from Victorian conventj-on buË becomes figuratively and litera11y
chained t.o himself, an indication of the narcissism dandyism favored"
LesË Ehere by any doubÈ as to Cyrilts conversion" the author conmenEs

that Cyril is both "a reversion, conceivably, to a medieval type" (p.237)
and the "exemplar of the excessívely modern" (p. 238). The former

characteristic suggesÈs perhaps the roots of dandyism in Aestheticism
and its admiration of Pre-Raphaelite art; it may particularly refer to

the song "The Aesthete" ín Gilbert and Sullivanrs operetta Patj-ence:
"Though the Philistines nay jostler ]ou w111 rank as an apostle in the

high aesthetic band"/ If you walk down PiccadÍ11y wíth a poppy or
lilv

a

in vour medieval hand."26
Nor ís l,rrillam Morris's concern with the obiect beautiful in its
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usefulness lost on Cyri1" 0f the many things that ConsËance does for

him, he mosË appreciates Ëhe smock that she makes and embroiders for
hin" The following passage

sums up Ëhe

difference betr,¡een the Victorian

and Aesthetic views on arÈ:
Ëhe smock was f inished he exarnined it intently; t.hen
exclaimed wit.h an air of surprise: "By Jove! Thatrs beautiful!
tr^Ihere did you get this pattern?
. I musË show that to
Swynnerton [one of his art.istic fríends]," he said. As for
her, the epithet "beautiful" seemed a strange epitheË to
apply to a mere piece of honest stitchery done ín a pattern,
and a stitch vrith \,ihich she had been familiar all her 1ife.
The fact r¿as she understood his "art" less and less. (p. 240)
T¡Ihen

Thettartt'that Constance faíls to understand is Cyrilts Japanese print."
an Aesthetic piece of art that strikes her as "entirely prepost,erous,
considered as a pict.ure" (p" 240) " Like any proper Victorian, Constance

prefers t.he more sentimental early works of Cyril, the "early drawings
of moss-roses and picÈuresque castles--Èhings that he

now

mercilessly

conteunIs]" (pp. 240-24L). Like Ríchard Larch's appreciation of

maga-

zines like The Yellow Book with "covers of mystic design" and \nlhistler's

painting, and Edwin Clayhanger's appreciation of poetry, Cyrilrs artistic
ÈasËes

establish him solidlv as one of BennetErs artistí.

As an artistic

hutou".27

or aesthet.ic heroo Cyril should signal the

coming

of a new, less rigidly structured age to St. Luke's Square" Alice
PatËerson sees Cyrilrs defiance of structure, symbolized by his opposi-

tion to time and schedules (he ís habitually late--for tea, in going to
bed, in rising in the morning) as an affirmation of appetite over
structure in contrast to the denial of appetite and adherence to sËructure

shown by

his father, Samuel, and by the Victorians in genetul.2S

7I

Cyril is not a respecter of fanilial

connections or class boundaries,

as his relationship with Constance and with Peel-Swynnerton

"hor".29
True, he is free, and yet he is also rootless, bound only to himself
and his fellow AestheÊes. In one sense he is the most successful, hence

most heroic, of BennetÈrs artistic
devot.e

young men. He does, after all,

his life to art in the great capital of London, something that

Richard Larch and Edwin Clayhanger both fail

to do" Yet his existence
is as mundane as theirs; at the Ëime of Sophiafs funeral, he has t'in
fact settled

dov¡n

into a dilettanËe, having learnt gently t.o scorn the

triumphs which he lacked the force to win" (p. 494). The sterility

hÍs life as a solitary, mediocre artist,

who

of

will eventually die without

even being remembered through children, as is Richard Larch, suggests

that Cyril is not one stage in a continuum of historical progress, but
an arËistic and hisËorical dead end" as is the dandyism he affects"

Like his Aunt Sophia, whose funeral, unlike his mother's, he arranges
and aËtends, Cyril accomplishes hj-s objectives only to have them

seem

failures in the eyes of the reader. He reverses the career of his
father by declining into mediocrity from a brílliant, start as his faÈher
rises from mediocrity to the selflessness of a hero. Thus Cyril" like
his father and aunt, is simultaneously a hero and an anti-hero.

Cyril

breaks free from his Víct.orian past only to become stuck in the spiritual
anomie

of the decadent years of the nineteenth century. Cyril and his

dandyism are the products of a dying cult.ure and cannot make the transi-

tion into the t\,rentieth centurv.
The

very ordinari-ness of Constance Baines Povey, in contrast with

her adventurous sister and son" r,¡ould militate against her being con-
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sidered a heroine in any but a nat.uralístic nove1. Yet. the character
constance r¡ras the original impetus behind the book, as Bennett explains

in his 1911 Preface to the Anerican edítion:

I'ConsËance was

the original;

sophia \^ras creaËed out of bravado."30 His journal entry for 18 November
1903 gives the details of the conceptíon of the story.

contrast betr,¡een a fat old
realízed that this

r,¡as

woman and

struck by the

a beautiful young waítress,

BennetË

material for a storv;

[The old r,roman] was repulsive; no one could like her or
sympathize ¡¿ith her. But I thought.--"she has been young and
slim once." And I immediately thought of a long lO or 15
t.housand words short storyo "The History of Two Old l^Iomen""
I gave t.his woman a sisËer, fat as herself"
. One should
have lived ordinarily, married prosaicalty" and become a
widow. The oÈher should have become a r¿hore and all that.
live together again in old age, noL too rich,
: Attd they
a nuÍs31ce
to thenselves and others " Nelther has any imagin-

atÍon.

Nowhere does BenneËt
Const,ance

clarify whether this

vroman

was the model for

or Sophia. In describing this incident in the 1911 Preface,

the only one that Bennett \¡/rote for this novel, he

seems Ëo suggest,

through his references to une vie in connecÈion with the stout old
womåne

that she is the original of Constance. His assert.ion

thaE

ttconstance was the originaltt bears Èhis out.. what is
certain ís that

Bennett ímmediaËely recognized the po\¡rer in what was to become one of

his greaË themes: the contrast

betr¿een youEh and

age, and the tragedy

that youth inevitably and heedlessly nust come to age and death"
Constance is qualified by her very ordinariness to be the heroine

of The 01d itTives' Ta1e, at least in a naturalistic

sense. If. the goal

of naturalism is Ëo depict life as it is rea11y lived, how beËter to
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do so than to choose a heroine who exemplÍfies the ordinary? Her most
prominent. attribute,

next to her kindly nature, is her resistance to

change, a resistance Ëhat contrasÈs with Samuelts" Cyrilts, and Sophiars

desire for change" Constancers resisËance contrasts as well with the
evolution and muËabitity that is a persistent theme in the book.

One

prominent image that Bennett uses to show this aspect of ConsËance is

her physical "constancytt to her geographical surroundings. From the very
beginning Constance is at the center of the book, geographically

figuratively.

It is she

r¿ho

and

remains in Bursley while Sophia elopes to

Paris, Mrs. Baines joins Aunt Harriet at Axe,

Samuel

journeys to save

DanÍel Povey, and Cyril moves to London. Her ttdark houset' in Bursley
becomes

for her a symbol of tradition" Ëo be defended against the

onslaughts of those who, like Samuel, would smoke or bring dogs into its
rooms, or who, like SophÍa, would seek to pry her from it"

Her placidity

and her willingness to stay in her house contrast sharply with SophÍats

early restlessness in venturing out int.o St. Lukets Square. Indeed,
she even finds her husband withín the confines of the house and shop,
whereas Sophia can only be attracted by a man from foreign parts.

When

Constance sells Ehe shop after Samuel's death, the walling-up of the

door between the shop and the house ís the source of as much grief

Cyrílts leaving, and nearly as much grief as Samuelts death.

as

Samuelrs

death she sees as an "amputation"; at the walling-up of the shop

she

sees that "though the house remained hers, the root of her life had
been wrenched up" (p. 235) "

Sophiats defeat at Constancets hands arises preciesly because
coaxes Constance from her house to her home-away-from-home, Buxton,

she
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and foolishly inagínes that she can keep ConsËance there, never reckoning

with Constancels attachment to her house. UlLinat.ely, however,

Con-

stance's tenacious loyalty to her house ki11s her. Though her death

is directly caused by her going ouL to vote against Federation, her death
has already been foreshadowed. AlËhough she Ëhinks of giving up her
house r^rhen the Midland Clothiers Company takes over the shop, she is
shocked to receive a notice Èo vacat.e the premises; Ëhe blow, says

Bennette vras ttan exceedingly severe orre.

a

ner¡r

The enËerprise of findi-ng

house and moving inËo it loomed before her gi-gantíc, terrible,

the

idea of it r,¡as alone suffícient to make her i11" (p" 507). Her death,

then, results noÈ only from her action to support the status quo in
voËíng agaínst Federation, but from the threat to separate her from the
house thaÈ represenËs her life

to her. To Constance, only the t,hreat to

the status quo represented by Federation is an important enough reason
for her t.o leave her house. Federation is for her the visible

syrnbol

of progress; although she does not see Dick Poveyrs pro-Federation
balloon flying overhead, the analogy betr¡¡een the two kinds of

dangerous

progress is c1ear. Federation threatens to subordínate Bursley, with

íts tradit.ional ways of doing business " to the "pushing" town of Hanbridge" Federation, for ConsÈance" thus symbolizes the decline of the
Square and her way of life,

and she refuses to accept it.

As none of the other characters are able to move her from her house.

so none of the oËher characters are able Lo change Constance in the

slightest.

James

Hall, ín Arnold Bennett: Primitivism and Taste,

explores The Old Wives' Tale through the metaphor of battle that Bennett
uses so often: words like

"triumphrtt ttdefeatr" ttbattler"

and ttrevolutiontt

7\

abound

in

Ehe

no.r"1.32 Hall sees ConsÈance as being in a series of

adversary relationships" which he terIns "marriages"--first with Samuel,

then Cyril, then finally Sophia--and he carefully analyzes each battle
and its outcome. Constance may be Ëhe "viinner" and heroine of the novel

by virtue of her having the last word on Sophia. But the issue of the

battles Constance wins or loses is less important, finally,

than the

fact of her compleËe consistency of behavior during them. The furious
side of ConsËance, for example, that so astonishes Sophia when
steals Samuelts tooth, and Samuel

r¿hen

she

he tries to save Daniel,

becomes

understandable when her motive for fury is considered" Her fury is
used only in the defense of someone--or, in the case of anti-Federation,

sourething--that she holds dear" Technically, as Ha1l says, all of her

batt.les are lost excepË the major one of where to live;33 b,.rt even though
Sophia is forced to give vray over this issue, Bennett suggests thaE
Constance has won the baÈt1e but lost the war: "Certainly Constance had

fought Sophia on the main point, and won; but on a hundred minor points
she had either losË or had not fought" (p" 496) "

In naturalistic terms

she is a heroine not because of her thoughts over Sophía, but because of

her sheer survival"
ConsÈancets

survival is imporÈant in terms of the themes of the

novel because she epitomízes the middle class; like the middle class,
she resisËs change. In fact, in her obsession r¿ith home and family--

an obsession rr¡ith a perfect family that ironically

produces a wastrel

son--her middle class ideas of art and morality, and her slow progress
from a slirn girl into a heavy o1d widow perpetually dressed in black'
she is not. unlíke Queen Víctoria, the emblem of middle-class virtues for
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VicËorian England. She shares the Victorian--and Victoriafs--passion for
photographs, too, showing pictures first

to Sophia, who starese

impressed, at a picture of Samuel taken shortly before his death, and
Ëhen

to Lily Hol1, who is similarly impressed by a picture taken of

Sophia. Like the niddle class r¡hose values she represents,
struggles in vain Ëo preserve the status

Constance

" As Samuel dies in trying
to change the status quo from a larnr of justíce to a law of mercy, so
quo

Constance dies in Èrying t.o preserve the Fíve Toums as they are; her

effort at preservation, like Samuelts effort at change, renders
result"

no

Yet ConsËancers triumph is not in her doing buL in her beíng.

By reason of her very survival, essentially unchanged, she triumphs

over Ëhe oËher characËers in the book.
Constance is not only heroic in her sheer survival" but in the

quality of recognition she shows abouË her lífe, as well"
beginning of the novel she becomes
whaÈ

a\Àrare

Near

Ëhe

of "how serious life [is]--

with babies and Sophia" (p. 40). After her marriage she decides

that "r,rhat with servant.s , chasms, and si-gnboards . . . her lif e as
married

r¡rornan

r¿ould

not be deficient in excitement" (p. 130).

a

As

far as Constance is concerned, her life is rich in excitement.

She,

more than the other characters ín Èhe book, displays a stoicism toward

events that causes the reader to recollect that Marcus Aurelius

was

Bennettrs favorite philosopher, though stoicism as an approach t.o life

is later undercut in Clayhanger and These Twain" At the ti.me of
DanÍelrs murder of hís wife" Samuel reflects that "God is not mocked"
and rebels against the harshness of that law. (p. L94) His recognition

leads him into action rather than acceptance. Sophia, in looking at

7l

the body of Gerald Scales, recognízes thaË despite her earlier
tions that she knevr life,
killing her" (p"

485)

the "riddle of life

assump-

" \,¡as puzz1j:ng

and,

" she is unable to assimilate the recognition

that she experiences and dies of a combination of her recognition

and,

líke constance, of too much progress: "Ëhe attack Isophiats sÈroke] had
ultÍrnately been det,ermined by cold produced by rapid motion in

Ëhe

auÈomobile" (p" a90). cyril ponders noË the world but hi-mself and
accepts his state of mediocrity.
accepÈs

life on its

oqm

rnain

terms, despiËe her fight against Federation.

She accepts Sophiats death by
t'God

constance, however, in the

reflecting, as

Samuel has done,

that

is not. mocked"" but the thought gives her comfort rather than

causing her to rage against life
own death

as Samuel does. She reflects near her

th"t "!J"11, that i" rh"t

" (p. 516)" As time

changes

her only in the slow course of evolution, so too does she generally
not attempt to change events. Her acceptance of "what life is,"

more

than any other single facËor, makes constance the heroj-ne of The old
I^Iivest Tale" The presentation of evenLs in the novel" after al1 , is

attempt to recreate exacËly what life ís, as the title

suggests. Thus

ConsÈance

of the last

an

book

is, given the naturalistic premise of the

novel" the most logical heroine, paradoxically because she is the
least 1íkely heroine" UnwillÍng to grarit even Constance an unadulterated
triumph, however, Bennett ends the novel with an ímage of Fossette, the
ancient French poodle that Sophia brings from Paris, shuffling toward

her dinner. The book ends as it began, not with the end of
but with the continuatÍon of life.

someEhing

Life, even if ridiculously

embodied

in an ancient, smelly dog, does go on, and while Constancets death is

7B

the "end of ConsËance,tt as the chapter Ëitle indicates, iË is noÈ the
end

of 1ife.
Thus the rom:ntÍc heroine, as represenËed by Sophia, the Everyman-

turned-christ, as represenEed by Samuel, and the arËistic young man,
as represented by cyril , give way in The Old I,lives'Tale to a different

sort of heroine, the naturalistically

presented ordinary hroman. con-

stance rises to heroic stature because of, not despite, her ordinaríness.

since naturalísm seeks to represenr life as it really is, the possibil-

ities of romance embodied in Sophi-a, or of greatness embodied in
or of artistic

Samuelo

achievement embodied in Cyril, must be undercut.

Þ6nnettts achíevement in The Old l^livest Tale i-s to take a figure abso-

lutely ordinary, a figure who might well have been relegated to the
background in another rnrork (as are other middle-class matrons such as

l"Irs" clayton vernon of A Man from the NorLh), and examine the workings

of her characËer. Yet, since to apotheosize the ordinary wourd
equally t,o distorË life,

BennetË has undercut even Constance;

be

her death,

he Ímplies, deserves consideration, but so does Fossettets dinner.
Though

the detail in the novel, as Henry James impries, is carefully

selecÈed, the sheer quantity of it forces a certain leveling of great
and small events¡ ês, for example, when Cyrílts crime is equaËed with

Danielrs. rn her leveling of these events through her accepEance of
them" Constance is a representatÍve míddle-class heroine. She, like the

middle class, has a passion for the status quo that should cause her

to reject time as a bringer of change, but that instead causes her
to accept time as a part of the status quo. She triumphs over the
defeats and changes forced upon her by her acceptance of them and her
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fínal perspective on them. Only in her recognition of change, an ouLgrowth

of her middle-class

conmon sense,

bloc.

In his depictíon of

Const.ance Baines, Bennett shows more sympathy

is she disÈinguíshed from the

than antipathy toward the bloc of the roiddle class. His overall detachment and ironic tone, howeverr pr€sêEVe that objectivity

that a naLural-

isË must try to maintain. Fina11y, the book presents a balanced judgmenË

on the rniddle class and its heroine, ConsËance Baines. It

quite simply, "vrhat lif e is."

shows"

BO

Chapter Four
Clayhanger: The Triumph of

The Clayhanger

Compromise

Erilogy, consisring of Clayhanger (fgfO), Hilda

Lessr¡ays (1911), and These Twain (1915), conrinues Arnold Bennettrs

exploraËion of the thernes that occupied him in A Man from the North
and The O1d l^iivesr

Tale: the ultimate

crdinary life, the necessity for

acceptance

of the details of

compromíse ano an acceptance of

failure in 1ife, and the inevitability of aging and death. clayhanger
is the story of Edwin Clayhanger, whose artistic ambitions are stifled
by his tyrannical father Darius; the novel takes Edwin from the

end

of his school days through the death of his father and his losing and
winning of Hilda Lessways. Hilda Lessways covers Hildars backgrouncì
before she meets Edwin, their courtship from her point of view, and her
bigamous marriage

to

George

cannon. The novel ends, as does crayhanger,

r.rith Hilda and Edwin about to be uarried. These Twain is the story of

their married life; it picks up where the other novels reave off. rt
concerns primarily the epic batË1es for dominance that Edwin and Hilda
fight over the possession of a new printing

workse a

ne\.v

cart' a counLry house" and so forth" A fourth novel,

horse

The

and

Rolr call

(1918), nominally concerns the clayhanger fanily since its protagonist

ís

George Edwin clayhanger, Edwinfs stepson and

set in

Hilda's sorì, but it is

it is otherr¡ise divorced from the action of thc
trilogy" of Lhe three novels in the trilogy, clayhanger and rhese
London and

B1

Twain are the most important

in terms of gaining an understanding of
Bennettrs naturalism. The reason for this is that these tr,ro novels
center on Edr,rin clayhanger, a hero

r¿ho combines

the placidity of

a

with the artisÈic yearnings of a Richard Larch and
learns, as they do, the ressons of compromise. Edwinfs story, there-

const.ance Povey

fore, raËher than the trilogy as a whole, invites examination as a
study in the gradual change of Bennettrs naturalism.
Both clayhanger and rhese Twain explore the

conflict of

one of

Bennettfs artistic young men, Edwin clayhanger, with a formidable
opponent;

in the former novel

Èhe opponent

is his redoubtable father,

in the latter the opponent is his emotional and, to use Bennettts
favorite adjective when describing her, mysËerious wife Hilda-Lessways.
and

is significant in these novels is not the fact of the conflict:
Richard Larch, after all, struggres r,¡ith a similar conflict between
trtrhat

art

and a mundane life and

finally

accedes

to the latter.

Edwin cray-

is unusual because he submits to the overpov¡ering forces of
middle-class life, as they are exemplified first in his father and

,-hanger

later in his r"rife, r+ith an accepÈs.nce Èhat
joy" His progressive recognitions of the

conËains less

wonder

regret than

of 1ife, of its

similar to those recogniÈions experienced by Constance
and sophia Baines. But whereas constance and sophia gain a sort of
rueful acceptance of the sÈatus quo, Edwin comes to und.erstand that
romance' are

in the ordinary lies tire heroic.

Through an examinaiton

of

Edwin's

successive recogniÈions, then, BennetËrs aËtitud.e toward the middle

class and the

mundane

life that its

seen Ëo be considerably

members

customarily lead may be

different from the grim hopelessness

exernpli-

B2

fied in Richard Larch, in the earliest rend.ering of the same themes,
A I'Ian from the North.

Although the basic conflict in clayhanger is autobiographical,
BenneÈL

relied less strongly on his recollections and more strongly

on

research Ëhan he had in wríting The old wives' Tale. clayhanger

reflects a more socially conscious Bennett than does The Old i^iives I
Ta1e, particularly in Ëhe story of Darius clayhanger. rn preparation
for Clayhanger, Bennett not only returned to
in

Burslem

but read r+idely

books describing the period L872-IB9Z:

BenneËt

r find Ehat if r am Eo begin my ner¡r novel on lsr Jan. 1910,
I must make a series of small preliminary enquiries.
r have read l^Ihen r was a child, and all r need of shaw's
North staffo@
and ro-nighr r reread rhe
Social and Industrial Section of the Victoçia History, which
conËains a few juicy items Èhat r canalso noted discussions with a man named Joseph Dawson, a book-

seller in Bursre*r2

on December 15 \.rrote that he "did part of the
"rrd
walk thaË clayhanger must do as he comes finally home from school in.

the first chapter of Clayhanger."J His visit to Burslem also provided

of the novel's notable set pieces: the clog-dancing.
his journal entry for December B, 1909, Bennett noted that he was
him with one

rn

"profoundly struck by all sorts of Èhings. rn particular by the sig-

nificance of crog-dancing, which had never occurred Ëo me before.,,4
Despite the research, BennetÈ worried about the quality of this

novel more than he had done about the quality of The Old I,lives t Tale.
The success

trepidation:

of the latter

book had,

of course,

much

to

do

with hís

B3

Impossible to finish the second part of Clayhanger. If
I had frnrshed it I should have spoilt it. . . . l,toreover
I was frightened by a host of extraordinary praise of The
O1d l^Jives I Tale Èhat I have recently had. I was afraid
Clayhanger was miles inferior to it, and Èhat by going on
Ulind{V I might lose a chance of bucking it up in Switzerrand.

And after finishing the second section, Bennett noted that he found

"the penultimaÈe chapter a bit d.ull. "6
Bennett came to appreciate the series, however, as p. G. wodehouse

relates in an anecdote:
"It would be affectation to say that the Clayhanger trilogy
is not goodr" said Bennett. .
"Either Irm a good writer
or I have been deceiving myself as well as trying to deceive
the public. I place it upon record frankly--the Clayhanger
trilogy is good.
The scene, for instance, where Darius
Clayhanger dies that lingering death could scarcely be
bettered
. And why?" said Bennett. "Because I took
infinite pains over it. All the time my father was dying,
I was at the bedside making copious notes. you canlt just
slap these things dovm. You have to take troub1e."'
Dcspi.te the comic exaggeration with which üJodehouse reports the

cidenÈ, Bennet.t

seems

in-

clearly to have recognized Ëhe value of Clay-

hanger. The anecdote additionally confirms BenneÈt's journal in its
description of Bennettrs naturalistic,

detached method of recording

events even in times of great emotional stress.
same method

He had employed

of naturalistic observation years before,

when

this

his sister

TerËia suffered the loss of her fiance by drovrning, just as he later
noted the details when his father died.
Hamps

in

The death and burial of Auntie

These Twain was drav¡n from Bennett I s experience of Ehe deaÈh

of his mother durins the writing of that book.
for his initial concern abouË the

success

Whatever the reason

of clayhanger,

BenneËtrs

B4

laËer and more positive judgment has been borne out by critics since
his death. Most critics

rank clayhanger as second only to The Old

i^Iivest Ta1e, though they do not rank Ëhe other works in the series

as

highly.
Like The 01d l,iives'Tale, clayhanger is divided into four books,
each book corresponding Èo a particurar stage in Edwin clayhangerrs

developmenÈ: "His vocation," in r^¡hich Edwinrs choice of vocat.ion is

denied; "His Love," in v¡hieh he meets and loses his 1ove, Hilda Lessr¡/ays; "His Freedom, " which supposedly comes about as a result of his

fatherrs death; and "His start in Life,"
understand

somewhaË

ir which Edwin comes

the meaning of his 1ife.

Èo

I^lithin each book

Edwin

progresses from relative stat.es of blindness to relaËive states of

seeing, according to the metaphor Ëhat Bennett uses most frequently.
The phrase that appears most often, as if Bennett had borrowed from

Arnold's c"lt"re

A""rchy, is "seeing things as they really
""d
arer" or variations upon that phrase. often, too, the states of seeing

lulatEhew

are

somehov¡

correlated with one of Edwinrs batÈles with his father or

other representaÈives of the middle-cl-ass established order; orÌ occasion, Èhe battres occur as a result of his new "seeing." As A Man
from the North is the study of Richard Larchrs learning to "see" or
recognize life as it really is, so clayhanger and These Twain Ërace

the progression of Edwinrs growth from blindness into insight.
l.jhat Edwin clayhanger learns

in crayhanger and rhese Twaín,

how-

is different from whaÈ Richard. Larch learns in A Man from the
North " rn A Man from the North, middre-crass life is represented as
ever,

being

sterile, and submitting to sterility can only be seen as a
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failure in Èhat novel. Middle-class life in
is

seen as being

much

in opposition to the desire for

tic life, or for beauty; the three ideas--art,

of Bennettrs work

romance,

for an artis-

romance and beauty--are

often linked in Bennettrs works. Richardts acceptance of middle-class

life

marks the end

of any possibility for

romance

in his life.

For

him, recognizing the opposition between middle-class life and

is "seeing things as they really are."

Edwin Clayhanger, on

romance

the con-

Erary, begins by seeing the opposition between uriddle-class life
romance

but ends by understanding

how romance may pervade

and

the events of

niddle-class 1ife" Edwints recognition, his "seeing things as they
rea1ly are," is thus directly opposed to the recognition that Richard
Larch gains at the end of A Man from the North. Edwinrs initiation

into life consists of a series of episodes in which he learns first to
recognize beauty,

1ife.

He musÈ

art, or

romance, and then

to find

them

in his

own

reconcile the opposing poles of arË and middle-class

existence that Richard Larch has had to learn to separate. Clayhanger
and These Trvain celebraÈe

initiations into

this joining of opposites; Edwin Clayhanger's

the world of romance are seen as incomplete until he

is equally initiated into the world of middle-class existence. In
Edwin Clayhanger are successfully combined

a Sophia Baines

and

the desire for romance of

the niddle-c1ass placidity of a Constance Baines;

like the former character, Richard is

set apart from the "bloc of the

caste" by the quality of his perception" but like the latter charaeter.

his

success

in life occurs through his successful integration into

the middle-class world of his father. An examination of
successive

initiations. therefore. wilI

Edrn¡in's

show how Edwin achieves
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romance Èhrough middle-class life

and thus successfully finds romance

with a middle-class exist.ence.
Book One establishes Edwints "blindnessrr by describing his inade-

quate educaËion and by contrasting Edwints ignorance of the realities

of life with his faÈher's superior experience of life.

Edwin is

introduced to the reader as having already attained a milestone in his

formal education. As the novel opens, Edwin has just left school for
the last Èime and is presumably now ready to enter the world. But

upon

the readerrs introduction to him, Edwin is by no means fitted to enter
the world of his father, as Bennett makes abundantly clear.

First of

all, Chapter Two begins with a long exposition of the deficiencies in
F.l','i¡rs education. Edwin is described as being ignorant of natural
hiscoÎy, philosophy, history after rhe Middle Ages, political
ur:.ci

a host of other subjects.

economy,

Secondly, Edwinrs education is contrasted

LirÌíauorably with his father's experience of life.

The reader is intro-

duced to Darius Clayhanger and aË the same Èime to an ancient man,

Mr. Shushions; both Edwin and Èhe reader are iniËially
Ehe

relationship between the

Èwo

ignorant about

men, As Dariusrs story unfolds,

ever, the irony of Edwin's considering himself fit

for life

how-

becomes

apparent. Born into the working class, Darius is forced to begin work
on the potbanks at the age of seven, working as a mold-runner and then
as a clay-wedger for inhumanly long hours every day. Even this work,
however, cannoE keep his family from the workhouse, the "BasËiller"
and they are forced to go there because Dariusrs father, "having been

too prominent and too independent in a strike, had been black-listed
by every manufacturer in the district;

and Darius, though nine, could
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a

not keep the family."'

BennetÈ's irony here

is worthy of Dickens; it

is evidence of an outrage at social injustice

Somèwhat

naturalistic objectivity but effective noneËheless.

at

The

odds with

family is

rescued by Mr. shushions, then a sunday school Èeacher, and
reason Darius considers l"lr. Shushions

of this rescue,

Edwin

his benefacror.

is still complacent in his

for this

Knov¡ing nothing

knowledge of himself

as a man of some education. Throughout the novel Bennett repeatedly

points ouÈ the tragedy of misunderstanding that exists between Darius
and Edwin because

of the laÈterts ignorance.

Thus Edwin

for life in any sense, somet.hing of which he is
his father takes pride. That he can afford to

is unfiÈted
in

una\¡rare and

keep Edwin

in

r¿hich

school

instead of having Edr,¡in work is a source of pride for Darius, the

little

boy from the Basrille.

in the area of

Edwints ignorance

profound. 0n returning

home

human

relationships is similarly

from school, he is confronted with the

formidable Auntie Hamps, a victorian matron cast in Èhe same mold as
lulrs. clayton vernon

Harriet
the

Maddaek

women

of

of

A Man from the North and

of rhe old

Ëhe

wives

the imposing Aunt

t Tale. As often occurs in

Bennetr,

family are seen to be mysteriously inËuitive about

feelings and motives, and Edrvints sisÈers are no exceptions.
older sister" Maggie, is placid and a homebody, rather like
Povey; the younger

sister, clara, is urischievous like

The

consÈance

Sophia Baines,

but she has a nasty sarcastic streak missing ín sophia. clara

is able to intuit Edwinrs thoughts;

she understands

claim the other half of tìre attic for his
and she also knows

that

Osntond

Orgreaves

alone

his resorve to

or,'n room almost

before he does,

is partially responsible for
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Edwints desire to be an architect.

Both sisters unite in despising

the Victorian hypocrisy of Auntie Hamps, a hypocrisy that Edwin
does not see. 0n1y vaguely does he recognize Auntie Hampsrs insult

to Maggiets jam ("They do say gooseberries r¡ere a tiny bit sour this
year") and not until after Auntie

Hamps has gone does

he realize Ëhat

she has alerÈed his father to hís new, lowered status in his class ar

school. Edwin has developed no satisfactory way of dealing with his
faËher after all these years, eíther.

His characteristic response to

his fatherrs dominance is silence" for Darius is a formidable--and
seemingly unconquerable--opponent. Thus Edwints ignorance in the

realíties of 1ife, in intellectual

matters, and in emotional matters,

could scarcely be more complete. Though at this point he would not
agree, at the beginning of clayhanger Edwin has no idea "what life

is."

But ¡,¡ithin Edwin exists something that Bennert implies wíl1
o\{e-rcome
a.ì i,c,¡¿s

this ignorance. rnnate in Edi¿in is a special quality that

him to transcend his ignorance: "rn that head of his a flame

burnt that was like an altar-fíre,

a miraculous and beautiful phenom-

enon' Èhan which nothing is more miraculous nor more beautiful over the
whore earÈh" (clayhanger, p. 27) "

itself

rn Edr'¡in the flame f irst manifests

in Edwin's recognition that there might be something "in him."

Glancing at an archiEecture book the first

reflects,

"No\nr,

day ín the shop, Edwin

if there ís anything in me, I ought really to be in-

terested in this, and I must be interesÈed in it" (Clayhanger, p. 68).
Three elements of the scene are of particular significance.

First of

all, Edwin is unaware of any beauty that surrounds him when he leaves
school. 0n1y when he enÈers the shop, the place that will vie with
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art. for his atÈentions, is he dravm to art.

secondly, the book he is

to is another signal of his "flamer" for it is'cazenovefs Architectural Views of European capitals. Art, for Edvrin, is still some-

drawn

thing literally "foreign";- through the book he is carried to foreign
places as well as to a point of viev¡ foreign to his ov¡n. Finally, the
book leads him

irresistably

ment indicates

his progression from a contemplation of art to

achievement

to\^rard

the art supplies cabinet; this

move-

the

of ic.

Edwinrs

first experience of art is paralleled by his first ex-

perience of the two things that will conspire to keep him from art:
business and

sensuality"

of Big

Yarlett, Dariusrs foreman, Edwin has his first

James

Tn

his visit to the

Dragon

';irh business and sensuality. Darius entrusts

Edwin

in the company
encounrer

with a minor

business transaction, and in order to compleEe the transaction Edwin
qoes

to the Dragon, a local

Eaproom,

finíshed his business, Edwin becomes

of the place. His

witn nig James. After he has
a\¡/are

companion, Big James,

is

of the sensual
Ëhe

aÈmosphere

first indicator of

sensuality: James is large and powerfully muscled, the possessor of

a

fine singing voice. His physical nature contrasts rvith the flame in
EdL¡inrs

nature, especially since Bíg

emotion.

He had craved

James "had seldom knovm

a violent

nothing, sought for nothing, and losÈ nothing"

(clayhanger, p. 75)" BenneÈÈ here seems to disapprove of Big Jamests

stoicísm, arthough he
an

earlier novel,

The

seems

to

approve

of constancers stoicism in

old wivesrTale. As is constance, Big James is

both stoical and a preserver of the existing social order. Both

spiritually

and

politically--ire is completely loyal ro his employer--
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he lacks Edwin's "flame." The second and more explicit indicator of

sensuality is the clog dancer, Florence Simcox, whose "rounded calves"
bring Edwin Èo a recognition of what love means. He sees neür reasons

for the relationship between Miss rngamells, the shop assistant, and
her lover, for the clog-dancing has caused him t.o see "those thinss in
light," the "things" in question being sensuality. (clayhanger,
p. BB) The recognition of sensuality is important for Edv¡in, since it
a

ne\¡r

causes him

to reflect on thettunforeseen

reflection

shows

his growing

a\¡/areness

chances

of

Ëhe

of existence": his

world. (Clayhanger,

89) Too, Edwints sensual impulses prevent him from seeing Hilda
she really is, both in Clayhanger and in These Twain.
Though

as

he sees himself as having gained knowledge of r¿hat the

world is about, Edwin still
middle-class life.

is unable to appreciate the beauty in

Despite his ability to see beaury in things foreign

to him,like Florence simcoxts clog-dancing

and an architecture book,

he cannot yet see the beauty around him: "He sat and vaguely

at the slope of Trafalgar
.

p"

and he thought hor¿

Road

gazed,

wirh its double row of yellow jewels

ugly and

couLmonplace

all that was, and. how

different from al1 that were the noble capitals of Europe" (clâyhánger,
p. 91). Just as Richard Larchts thoughts in A Þlan from Ëhè North aïe
diverted from his writing by a recollection of Ehe sensual
aË

d.ancers

the Ottoman, so Edwinrs Ëhoughts are diverted from his d.rawing to

a memory of Florence simcoxrs dancing. Though an understanding of

sensuality

at first

to

the

possibility of beauty in their lives, the net effect of their

en-

counters

seems

Ëo awaken both Edwin and Richard

with sensuality is actually to drive

them furLher from Èheir
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artrstrc
The

a]-ms.

initial opposition of art

and the works

set forth on Edwints

first day in the shop (the printing works has both a shop and a works)
is follorved by anot.her set of contrasting events in the first
The

book.

first event is Edwints saving of the printing press. Dariusfs

recollection of his days of poverty causes him to follow a pattern of
"makíng do"

with what he has raÈher t.han investing in something

new;

thus he buys a piece of maehinery too heawy for the existing

second

floor of the works. As a crowd of people r¿atches, including

Edwin,

the floor begins to give

way under the weighË

of the machine.

Edwin

attaches a pu11ey on the machine to the ceiling, redistributing the

r.+eight and literally
w.;kshop

saving the works from a disaster. Because the

is Dariusts "religion" (Clayhanger, p. 107), Darius

Edi¿inrs intervenËion as being prophetic

of Edwinrs future at

sees

the

:si,:cp. Edwin, however, sees the second evenÈ--his meeÈing with

Osmond

itrBreave--as shapíng his desÈiny. Atthough he had feebly informed

his father of his desire to be an archiÈect afEer reading

Cazenovets

book, Edwin had acquiesced ín the idea that some business experience

in the shop could only help his career. His dreams of architecÈure"
however, are rekindled

after

Osmond Orgreave,

arbiter of culËure, poínts out to him "the

the tornmls architect

most

beautiful

and

window in

Bursley" (Clayhanger, p. 120). Again Edwin experiences an awakening:

"It

had never occurred

(Clayhanger,

p. l2I)"

to hirn to search for anything fine in Bursley"
As in A Màn ftorh Èhe Notth, the desire for arr

(architecture being ideal, since it is both artístic and practical)

is

confused by the character

with

Ëhe desíre

for

something

different
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from what the character already knows. Thus Edwin dreams "of

romantic life--he knew not what kind of life,

a

but something funda-

mentally different from his own" (clayhanger, p. 130).

Edwin is nor

yet ready to understand Ëhat he must reconcile the opposing ideals of
an artistic

or romantic life and middle-class existence.

The final chapÈer of Book One resolves the conflict between art
and the printing r¿orks" Because Edr¡in lacks the courage Eo approach

Darius about his desire to be an architect, he decides to mail Darius

a letter.

Darius becomes furious at Edwints insensitivity,

and son tacitly

and father

agree to drop the whole idea of Edwinrs vocation

as

an archiËecË. rn describing the situation between Edr,rin and his

father, Bennett refuses to assign blame to eiËher party for the mistake; he remains sympathetic Ëo both sides. Though the readerts

sym-

pathies 1ie more naturally with the oppressed Edwin and his aspirations,
Bennett balances the emot.ional score by again reminding the reader of

the fundamental tragedy in human relationships:
misfortune was that he was blind to the miracle.

the 1iÈÈle boy in the Bastille"
or,¿n

"Edwints grand
Edwin had never seen

(clayhanger, p. 140)" To Darius, his

existence is litÈle shorË of miraculous; Ëhat he should ordn a

printing works at all is cause for great pride.
as Darius sees it,

Edwinrs desire co,

throw aside all that Darius has r,¡orked for is

an

intol-erable affront" and the reader comes Èo understand. the affront
as Edwin cannot from his limited perspective. His fatherrs outburst

over the letter reaves Edwin "beaten. . " . He could no more chanee
his father than the course of a river. He rn'as beaten. He sa\^r his
case in its true light"

(Clayhanger, p. 144). Darius, like a river,
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is indeed a natural force that Edwin cannot beat; only another natural
force, old age and the effects of tíme, can conquer Darius.

Ed.r¿inrs

vision is doubry limited: he cannot see into his fatherrs past, nor
can he see into the future to recogníze that his greatest ally" time,

can eventually defeat Darius. Edwin is not especially dov,rnhearted about

his defeat even without a recognition of possible victory.

He reflects

that "after all the sources of happiness [are] not yet exhausted"
(Clayhanger, p. 146).
Edwin has seemingly embraced defeat at the beginning of Book Two.

As the book opens, he is settled into the routine of the printing works.
The only trace of his former defiance is Èhat he overrules Darius on

the question of art by breaking Darius's rule against ordering
for customers. The title

of the book is "Hís Love," and it is primarily

around his love that the events of Ëhe book revolve.

arnbiguity in the title:

books

There is

it logically refers to Hilda Lessways,

an
whose

courtship by Edwin occurs largely in Ëhis section, yet it arso refers
to Edwin's love of his fatherts nev/ house. constance and Sophia
Baines are noË the only houseproud characters in BennetË t s novels.

Edwin's fussiness and his pride in the house mark his spiriÈual kinship

with the

Ewo

sisters and his fundamentally middte-class aspirations.

The "bloc of the caste" is as much a part of him as the "f1amer" though

he has yet to recognize both components within himself.

Edwints pride

in Èhe house is the same sort of pride in possession t.haË Daríus

and

Ëhe Baines girrs might have, yet he sees his pride as resulting from

the "flame" of his architectural ambitions.
Edwin's life has become exemplary of the middle class's cultural

o/,

lethargy, too" His cultural aspirations have r¿ithered with his
increasing role at the works. His situation is strikingly similar to

that of Richard Larch. Despite his overall satisfaction r,¡íth his life
Edwin recognizes

that he has not achieved his artistic soals:

I{hat had he done for himself? Nothing large! Nothing
heroic and imposing! He had meant to pursue certain
definite courses of study, to become the possessor of
certain definite groups of books, to continue his drawings
and painting, to practise this, that, and the other. .
And yet he had accomplished nothing. His systems of reading
never vrorked for more Ëhan a month at a time. And for
several monEhs at a Ëime he simply squandered his spare
hours. (C1aytranger, p. L75)
Edr¿in sti1l

looks to a "foreign" world of art and romance to provide

him with a sense of 1ife.

He cannot as yet discover his mistake because

he has not yet achieved Ëhose "foreign" ideas of romance and found
them empty.
Edr,¡in

1ife.

stirs frorn his lethargy

Significantly,

¡¿hen

Èhe new house

beginning of the new life"

Hilda Lessways enters his

that is "for Edr¿in

is the prace where Edwin first

know Hilda. (Clayhanger, p. 173) After a visit

the

gets to

ro Ëhe Orgreavest

house, during which he meeEs Hilda formally, Edwin experiences a sort

of epiphany in the garde.n of Ëheir house, the garden adjoining the
garden of Ëhe Clayhangers' new house. Culture and new gro\,Jth are

thus linked in Edr¿ints mind, and he reflects that "never had he been
so intensely alive as then!" (Clayhanger, p. 205)

Hilda makes her

way through the hedge and joins him at the half-finished

clayhanger

house; appropriately, tlttr house and their relationship are at similar

stages, each in the proccss of being built.

rt is in Èhis house Èhat

9s

they will Iíve together after their marriage in These Twain, and this
house

that Hilda will try to get

in her assertions of
is both

Edwin

dominance over

shocked and delighted by

first to buy, and. then ro leave,

him. At present, however, Edwin

Hilda's actions, although he

does not

dare admit the delight to himself. The Sunday School celebrarion at
which he sees her the next day provides an occasion

for Hilda

Ëo display

her surprising individuality stí11 furrher. Though she had slipped
through Ehe hedge in order to

commend

Edwints courage

in speaking as

agnostic, she fiercely defends Ëhe feeling that manifes¡s itself

an

âmon"g

crowd" As the crowd sings a hymn, Hilda says, "rtts
worth while believing anyËhing, if you can sing words like that and
Lïre sunday school

mean

them!" (Clayhanger, p. 232) For Hilda, the inrensity of feeling

=cËher t.han

the cause of the feeling is rvhat counts. Despite

coascious feelings

of disdain for Hilda,

she arouses

Edwinrs

in him an admira-

for her intense feelings: "she v/as not half alive; she was alive
':,irì every particle of herself" (clayhanger, p. 225). Hildats presence

';il1

on

stirs in

Edr¿in

the true "flame" Èhat generally lies dormant ín him.

Neither sensuality nor purely aesthetic ambition, the "flame" is

actually a desire for something fine and extraordinary, a zest for

life that

Edwin does

Edr,rin comes

not always have.

Through

his contact with her,

to be "unusually alive" (Clayhanger, p.

256).

Edwin's capacity for living intensely, which is nurtured by his

contact with Hilda, remains with him only partialry after she leaves

him.

The love/hate

idyll in which

abruptry. After the

Edwin and Hirda are engaged ends

sunday schoor celebration, Hilda

printing works and it ís only there, in the place

visits

the

where he has

for

so
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long been little

more than

masËerful and r^¡ins Hilda

a slave to his father, that Edwin becomes

with an embrace. rn Dariusts shop,

however,

Darius has the final word. He refuses to a1low Edwin enough money ro
marry on, thereby causing one

of Edwints increasingry frequent,

although stil1 unspoken, outbursts against him: "r,Ihen yourre old,

Irve
God

goË

you

itrll

.

when

Itve

goË you and you

be my turn!" (clayhanger,

cantt help yourself,

p. 2gB)

The question

of

and

by

the

marriage is rendered moot in any case, for Hilda, after r.øriting hím

a

single passionate letter, abruptly suspends communication wíth him.
Janet orgreave, osmondfs daughter and a friend of Hirda, te11s him

that Hilda is married,
emotionar

lethargy.

and

The

after this

Edwin sinks

night of the broken

into his

accustomed

engagement, however, is

a re-v_elation to him" 0f it, the narrative voice comnents that "it
coulci be said
r:ãt.e -'roused

of

Edv¡in

that he fully lived that night. Fare had at

any

him f rom the coma which most men call existence" (clay-

p. 301). His capacity for being "roused" distinguishes him
fron the more stoical characÈers like Big James. Edwints capacity for

!g-1¡'e.¡._r

suffering

becomes

a component--along with his desire for romance--

that separates him from the "bloc" at the
more integrated

same

time that he

becomes

into it.

rf initiation is the subject of
Book Two, then death

Book one and

is the subject of

dominate the book are those

of

Book

love the subject of

Three.

1"1r. Shushions and

The tv¡o d.eaths that

Darius clayhanger.

rt is fair to say that the death of Mr. shushions is the

cause of

Dariusrs death. Like Charles Critchlow of The Old l,líves' Tale, Mr.
shushions defies time, but as early as the sunday school celebration
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he had been Èreated shamefully by younger people too callous,
Edwin thought at the Èime, to see their

elderly man,

lrlhaÈ makes

o\n¡n

as

eventual o1d age in the

the death so terrible

for Darius is that

Mr. Shushions dies in the workhouse. Althoush he hurries to the
r¿orkhouse, Darius cannot save Mr. Shushions as Mr. Shushions had saved

him. The rest of the book chronicles Darius's long decline,

begun

with his guilt about the fate of Mr. shushions. into death from

a

"softening of the brain."
Some

of Bennettrs finest naturalistic

r,¡riting occurs in the death

scenes in his novels--the deaths of John Baines, Mrs. Daniel Povey, and

Gerald Scales in The Old I,Iives I Tale are three examples--and the death

of Darius Clayhanger is no exception. Bennett is at his best in
describing the slow effecËs of time and decay, and no deËail of Dariusts
iiiness is spared. At first

his actions are merely strange; for

-2,::äup1e, he comes Èo Edr¿inrs bedroom, something

that he has never

done

'b'¡fÕre. rn Edwin, placid acquiescence to the status quo is a normal
sËate; in Darius, however, it becomes a sign of his mental d.egeneracy.
He hands over

his keys to Edwin wiËh scarcely a sËruggle, and later

does not demur when his meat ís cuË up for him" Although he has

flashes of his old spirit--he

refuses to accede at first

t.o Edwints

request for a power of attorney--there is never any doubt that the

sIor,¿

dorr¡nhill slide, once begun, cannot be reversed. In Book Two Darius
denied Edwin money and a woman; now the Ëables are turned. Darius
asks Edwin for money with which to grow mushrooms in Ëhe cellar,

and

a major part of this scheme involves the aid to Darius of the young
pretty servant gir1, Jane, Èo whom Darius has

made

advances.

Edwin

and

9B

refuses Darius, telling him Ëhat he has to behave "in this house"
(Clayhanger, p. 379). Edwin now has taken over Dariusrs works, Dariusrs
house, and Dariusts position as head of the family. yeE his triumph
over his father, the one fierce desire of his life besides Hilda. is
empËy. Age and Ëhe s1ow, inevitable effects

triumph. rt is not that

Edwin

is finally

to Darius, but that Darius has become

of time allor¡

sËrong enough

weakened

Edwin

co

to stand up

to a leve1 where

even

mild Edr¡in can domineer over him.
Dariusrs death is a slow process, and it is only at Lhe end that
Edwin recognizes Èhe tragedy

of Dariusrs life.

He never

finds out the

story of the littre boy from the BasËille and so cannot appreciate
his father's experiences fulry. At the endr--however, Edwin experiences

: =ccognition similar to those experienced in

The o1d wives

Coi^rstance, Sophia, and Samuel. Edwin has through
.';i:i.l;{a become more ar.rare

i:i:'ierstand still

of the seriousness of life,

more about

r Tale by

his association with
and he now comes

Ëo

1ife. As Book One shows Edwinrs initiation

in Ëo a lower-class social world

at the Dragon and Book Two shows his

initiation into a cultural r¿orld at, the orgreaves' , so Book rhree
shows his acceptance into a socieÈy comprised rargely of successful
businessmen, the "Fe1ons." The contrast between the heedless liveliness

of the Felons at the dinner

and Èhe profound seriousness

strikes him as he begins a death watch over Darius

uÞon

of

exístence

his return

home:

the will to live was. He saw life naked,
stripped of everything unessential. He sarv life and deaËh
together. I{hat caused his lip to curl when the thoueht of

He now knew rvhat
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the Felons I dinner flashed through his mind was the damned
complacency of the Felons. Did any of thern ever surmise
that they had never come within ten miles of life itself,
that they \,rere aËËaching importance t.o the most fuËil-e
trifles? Let them see a human animal in a crisis of Cheynestokes breathing, and they would know something about reality!
(Clayhanger, p. 406)
The scene shows one aspect

of Edwinrs "flame," for his quality of

recogniÈion sets hirn apart from the "bloc" of the Felons. Looking at

his dying father,

Edwin resents

resented Dariusf s harshness:
mushrooms

his

"I,rrhy

own harshness as he has

earlier

couldnrt we have let him grow his

if he Tnranted Ëo? I{hat harm would it have done us?" (clay-

hanger, p. 407). The recognition, which strikes him too late, is
reminiscent in its language of constance Baines poveyls rebellion
against the Jehovah-like harshness of Samuel Povey toward the thief

cyril in

The

old i^lives'Tale: "suppose he has taken a few shillings

of the till!

ouË

LIhat

then? I¡Ihat does it matter?"lO

Though the

actions of Darius and Cyril osÈensibly pose a threat Èo polite middle,,'i.+.ass

society, they are inconsequenËial when measured against the

ii',r'esome

j-n

reality of death.

this section might also

The

final recognition that

have come out

of rhe old

Edwin experiences

I^liùes

t Tale.

To

Edwin, the miracle of Dariusrs death is that "his father \^/as, and ro!
he was

not" That was all, but it

According

to the title of

r,¡as

ineffable" (cláyhanger, p.

Book Three

416).

("His Freedom"), . Darius's

death should signal Edwinrs freedom. rronically Edwin, though main-

taining a personality quite distinct from his fatherrs,Ieads
same

his

much the

kind of 1ife. Edwin does not recognize this similarity, despite

many

Darius-like actions. He is a successful businessman, like

his father.

He becomes curË Ëoward Clara as she becomes increasinelv
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deferential toward him. He refuses the chance for marriage that Janet
Orgreave implicirly

offers, preferring to remain a bachelor served,

as is Darius, by Maggie. He even accepts Dariusrs watch after Auntie
Hamps

.-sees Ëhat this event is the rneaning of Dariusrs attempts at

speech. The 1atÈer act ís particularly

significant,

for in The O1d

I^iivest Tale neither Samuel Povey nor Cyril Povey, harbingers of a

new

age, will accept the tradiEional gold watch of John Baines when Constance offers it to each of them in Èurn. Thus Edwin is simultaneously

free and not free.
chosen the life

Although he can

rì.o\¡¡

do as he likes, Edwin has

of middle-class existence over the life of the artist.

He is successfully integrated into his father?s wor1d" but still

has

one important lesson Eo learn: thaE despite the influence of his faËherts

tyranny over so many years, Edwin is right to choose the way of his

father.

He has chosen correctly in choosing a middle-class 1ife, though

he is as yet ignorant of the value to be found ín the sort of life
he has chosen. His inËegration into the "bloc of the caste" is noc

alone sufficient.

He must

also be true to his "flamer" by incorporatíng

romance into his life.

At the beginning of Book Four, Edwin has achieved integration
inËo the middle class but he does not as yeË recognize romance in

his life.
earlier

He has achieved some of Èhe artistic
rnapped

out for himself, although he is

than a creaËor of art.

ambitions that he had
novü

He has become a bibliophile,

and an experienced traveller

a spectator raÈher
a concert-goer,

to London. He sees his câreer "as

almosË

miraculous in its developmentr" just as Darius had seen his or.'n career
as miraculous years before. (Claytranger, p. 422) Yet he does not

i01

feel alive as he had felt in the presence of Hilda: "rf ever r am ro
be alive, r ought to be alive now. And rtm not aË all sure r¿hether
I

am" (Clayhanger,

erements

of art

Book rv¡o,

p. 422).

and romance

Edwin has assimilated

the "foreign"

into his life as he had not yet done in

yet he is not satisfied. He is finally ready to discover,

through a rener¿ed association with Hilda Lessways, Ëhe ïomance within

middle-class existence.
As

it does in

Book rwo, Edwints experience

Four rouses him from stagnation

with Hilda in

into actíon. rn the

garden

Book

at

the

orgreavesr he meets George cannon, Hildats son by a bigamous marriage

to

Ëhe

elder George Cannon, just as he had years before rnet Hilda after

she came through the garden

hedge. upon finding out thaË Hilda lives

in Brighton, he travels there almost immediately

and

finds her

keeping

a boardinghouse. Here a change in geography is used to indicate a
::r'r behavior

or attitride.

The madness

,rl:iilda paraIle1s the reckless gaiety
reasoÐ.

change

that grips Edr.s_in in hís search for

of the vacaËioners at Brighton;

is left behind in the Five Tou-ns. Hilda is perpetually reck-

Iess, regardless of her location;

when Edwin asks her how she intend,s

to survive, she simply doesnrt know. Her marriage to
was impetuously begun, as was her relationship r,¡ith

George cannon

Edwin. she alone

in the book is capable of the grand gesture, something that even
charlie Orgreave, Edwints old friend, recognizes: "Therers not many
women

knocking about

like her"

She gets hold

of you.

shets

nothing at all for about six months at a stretch, and then she has
minute of. rhe grurrd

style" (clayhanger, p. 5rI).

one

rt is precisely thís

ro2

irrationality, this capaciËy for

making the grand gesture,

that

endears

her to Edwin. AfËer staying up half the night watching over her
seriously ill

son, Edwin thinks in the morning,',I^Ihat a fine thing

life is" (Clayhanger, p. 522). As the novel ends, he remains

ambivalent

her ("he was afraid of'her"),but he und.ersËands that he has
no choice but life with Hilda if he wishes rarher to live than merely
Èoward

to exist.

The

last sentence in the book opens up a mine of possibilities

for their life together:

"He braced himself

to

Èhe

life" (clayhanger, p. 528). rn choosing Hilda,

exquísite burden of

rejecrs life
the monotonous level at which it is lived by Big James yarlett.
Ed.win

on

Bannettrs term exacÈIy i11usÈrates the paradox: life carrnot be exguisite

unless it is a burden; there can be no joy without sorro\,,/. rt is the
mixture of

Ë.hese two

that is the subiect of

These Twain.

The struggle for dominance betv¡een Edwin and Hilda raËher than the

struggle for dominance between Edwin and Darius is

in

Ëhe major

conflict

Twain. Hilda is, like Darius, a preserver of the old order;
she atÈempts to make Edwin into a country gentleman during the course
These

of rhese Twain.

The use

of Hilda rather than Darius as Edl,rinrs

ad-

versary, however, allows Bennett to change slightly the emphasis of
Edwints inner

struggle.

Inlhereas

Darius represents Èhe bloc at its

worst--stolid, bul1ying, unirnaginative--Hilda has the tastes of the
bloc but her own version of the t'flame"" She demonstrat.es the "flame"
¡,¡ithin her in her astonishing actions throughout clayhanger; her
championing

of I'fr" shushions and the hymn-singers, her midnight

conversation with Edwin, and her grand gesture

in

summoning

charlie

i03

Orgreave are three examples

In Hilda, Bennett has created for Edwin

an adversary who represents the combination of romance and middle-class

existence that Edwin must come to embrace. Her irrationality and im-

petuosity, together with her desire to bring
Five

Tor,øns,

link her with the r¿orld of art

for acquisition,

shown

4-esire

each

culture into the

and romance, but. her passion

in her desire for material things like

and houses, marks her as one

characters. In

some

of

rooms

BennetErs middle-class, houseproud

of the three books, Edwin

for a piece of property, and in

accedes

to Hildars

embracing Hilda r¿ith

all of

her

disparate characÈer t.raits, comes equally to accept the mixture of
romance and middle-class existence
Book One presents

a dispute

that she represents.

betr¿een Edr¿in and

Hilda over Massiers

house" As Book One opens, Edwin has already given in to Hildars
demands

for a room of her or¿n. Though she has already taken over Edwinrs

room as

rheir

bedroom,

Hilda is not saËisfied. She takes over the

breakfast nook for herself, and Edwints response is mild: "Edwin
had other notions
them

for the

in eternal silence,

roome

and

had

but he perceived that he musÈ bury

yield eagerly to this caprice.

acquiesce had given him deep and strang"

Thus

Ëo

joy."l1 A sirnilar pattern of

joyful acceptance pervades These Twain, though Edwints reaction to
ililda's desire for the house is less placid.

Technically the

house

that Edwin and Hilda live in belongs to Maggie, although Maggie

now

lives with Auntie Hamps. Hilda insists to Edwin that she cannot

be

happy in another womanrs house. She begs him to buy it for her; he

demurs, so Hilda takes matters into her own hands by menÈioning the

possibility

of buying the house at Clarars house. Edwin is stunned at
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the unfairness of her methods, but he cannoE gainsay Hildats requesc

after it has been made public.

Throughout These Twain, as Ehroughout

clayhanger, Edwin somehow feels his rationaliËy to be beËter than

Hildafs impetuous irrationality, but he is never able to conquer
means

of his reason. Thís is, or

seems

by

to be, an effect of the conflíct

within him between Èhe "f1ame" and the dictates of his middle-c1ass

upbringing. Hilda, arÈ, irrationality,
Edwinrs mind, and he admires her

i.t. rn accepting Hilda,

and romance are rinked in

irrationality as much as he suffers by

Edwin accepts

the irrational "artistic"

and

the ¡niddle-class ideas she espouses. His submission to Hilda is
symbolic

of his ability to accept art

and romance

within the confines

of a rniddle-class 1ife.
Book rwo introduces

a similar battle about property, this time

cver the land for the new printing works that Edl¡in \,/ants Ëo bui1d.
''tCilda

thinks that Edwin has no talent for business; like the upholder

of tradition
"make do"

she replaces, Darius, she r¡/ants Edwin

at the old works.

method proven

Edwin wins Ëhis

to continue to

time, using the only

efficacious against Hilda: he gets an option on the land

it without Èelling her. A human barrier as well as a
barrier of property arises between Edwin and Hilda in this book" Hilda
goes to visit the youngest of the orgreave girls, Alicia, and her
and buys

family, forcing an unwilling

Edwin Èo abandon

his work and join her"

hlhile there, Edwin and Hilda visit Dartmoor prison and see George
Cannon, imprisoned

of just

for forgery.

such an eventualiÈy, she

Through Edwin has

tried to

r^/arn

Hilda

insists on going to the prison; later,

Edwints warning having come Ërue, she

relies on Edwin to comfort her.
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Edrsin does

not mind. Reflecting on the incident 1ater, Edwin perceives

thaË the danger

in a struggle is "of letting thaÈ particular struggle

monopolise onets energy" (Thèsê Tr¿ain,
summed

p. 32I). His situation is

up by the narrative voice in the same passage: "Nobody could

less adventurous Ëhan he seemed, with his timidities and his love

seem

of moderation, comfort, regularity, and security. Yet hís nostrils
would

sniff to the

p. 32L).

Even

supreme and

all-embracing adventure" (These

the appearance of

George Cannon,

Tr¿ain,

recently released from

prison, does noÈ stir Edwints equanimity more than momentarily.
has become capable

of

some grand gestures through

Hilda. As he had pressed

sums

of

Brighton, so nor¡r he gives George
Cannon had asked

money on

his association with

a destitute Hilda at

Cannon t\,renry pounds more than

for. Partly through his

his association $rith Hilda,

Edwin

own experiences,

partly

Edwin has come to an acceptance

"exquisiÈe burden of life" for which he r¿as so ill-fitted

of

through

the

at the

be-

ginning of Clayhanger.
The

third and final book of the novel presents the death of

Auntie Hamps and the final recognition of Edwin Clayhanger.

The

rnagnificent hypocrisy of Auntie Hamps is finally exposed at her death-

bed: though generous with her money in public, she is miserly in

private, dying in a cold,
grand

house,

Once

Norv, however, she

shabby bedroom on

the upper floors of her

Auntie Hamps, like his father, had oppressed Edwin.

is as helpless as Darius was, and any

sense of

triumph Edrvin might have had at her deaËh is dulled as it was at his

fatherrs .leath. Indeed,
the

woman

Edr+in admires

had Eransformed hypocrisy

her: "The sublime obstin¡nrr nf

into a virtue,

and

not the

i06

imminence

of the infinite

unknown had

sufficed to

the steadfasÈ principles of her morËal career"

some

p.

457).

of their actions

It is part of Bennettrs balanced view of things, his

objectivity, that he allows
momenÈs when

her apostate to

(These Twain,

Neither Darius nor Aunt.ie Hamps, hateful Ëhough

be, is a villain.

make

Ëhem

a humanity and grandeur even at the

Edwin and the reader most despise

them. They do not have

a "flame" like Edwints, but the vigor of their lives has transformed

their lives into an adventure. At Auntie Hampsfs funeral,
the gravestone of an old man, Isaac Plant,

wives.

who

Edwin sees

outlived three

young

reflects that "Isaac Plant and

in
" Auntie Hamps
very different ways had intensely lived!" (Thesè Tv¡ain, p. 467). Winat
He

finally counts with Edwin, and, one suspects, with Bennett, is neither
'political ideology, artistic success, nor profound strength of character.
In order to appreciate what is early in

Clayhanger

called the

ttinterestingness of existencer" one must have an intense feeling for

life. (Clayhanger, p.

30)

Since, as has become apparent to Edwin (and the reader), a life

intensely lived is impossible for Edwin without Hilda, Edwin decides

in the third book to

accede

to her desire for a country house. Hilda,

in collaboration with Edwinrs artistic friend Tertius Ingpen, tries
to turn

Edr^rin

into a country

genËleman

by encouraging him to buy a

country house. He adamantly refuses at first;
Ëhe

like

tenacity with

r^rhich Ehe

other houseproud characters in Bennett

Constance and Sophia refuse

surprising. In

Ëhe

his refusal, considering

to leave their houses, is scarcely

final chapter of

These Twain, Edwin once again

walks over the bridge that he had crossed aE the beginning of Clayhanger.
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Here as always, Bennettrs symbolism

is unobtrusive, but the

meaning

is clear" His stepping over the bridge in cláyhànger signalled the
beginning of Edwin's search for the sort of life that would fulfill his
conceptions of romance. His education has been long in the process,
but at the end of rhese Twain ir is complete. once asain Edwin sits
on the parapet and reflects about his life
comes

This time, however,

he

to undersËand it:
He thought:
ttl knovr where I amltt
IË had taken him years to discover v¡here he was. I^Jhy should
the discovery occur jusË then? He could only suppose that
the cumulative battering of experience had at length knocked
a hole through his thick head, and let saving wisdom in. The
length of time necessary for the operation depended upon the
thickness of the head. Some heads r^rere impenetrable and
their or"rners came necessaríly to disast.er. His head was
probably of an average thickness. (th¿se Twain, p. 523)

ïhe consolation of his marriage finally becomes clear to Edwin.
1ì''-:",.

-his ref lection that Hilda probably thinks "IÈ,s

:-n -arriage after all,

and Irve gor

my

each

for himself

own waytt cannot mar the ecsEasy

he feels at Èhis final"defeat."(These Twain, p. 542)

He

Eruly

tt^^^^
ÞgEÞ

things as Ëhey really are" when he perceives that for him the value
of life lies not in a victory over middle-class existence, but in
finding the romance inherent within middle-ctass existence. Hildats
idiosyncratic míxture of middle-class values and romantic qualities
represents the mixture that Edwin must embrace. By acccpting Hildats
dominance over him, Edwin accepts life

itself.

The story of Edrvin Clayhanger in Clayhanger and ThcSe Twain, then,

is Èhe story of an accepÈance of defeat. Èhat is not secn as a failure

IOB

heroine in his port.rayal of Constance Baines in order to reflect
accuratery, as his naturalistic
actual life of an ordinary

trainíng ever urged him to do, the

member

of the middle class.

do this sort of realisÈic depiction in Clayhanger
buË most critics

more

and.

Ha

¡fl-amnfc

allcÐc

f^

Iwdllt,

see the attempt here as less successful. Bennettrs

relenEless optimism about Ehe romance that Edwin finds in life for
most people does noÈ

Tale.

ring as true as Ëhe stoicism of

The

old wives'

For all of Edwinrs protestations that the romance of his life

!¡ith Hilda amply repays him for Ëhe compromises he must make, there is
something singularly unconvincing about his protests.
message

Hence the entire

of the novel--that compromise is necessary for the experience

of romance in middle-class life--is

undercut. The ans\^/er to the riddle

of existence that Bennett continually poses perhaps lies between
Richard Larchts acquiescence, which is seen as psychological suicide,
and Edwin clayhanger's acquiescence, which is seen as the basis of

romance. Such a balance between these t\,ro opposing points of view
failure occurs in The Old I,üivest Tale.
in The

O1d

The balanced point of view

l^lives' Tale is perhaps what makes the story of Constance

and Sophia Baines Ëhe greatest of Bennettrs books.

achieved the balance, perspective, objectivity,

ordinary life that is the ideal of naËura1ism.

and

lrr

!L,

tts

ltdò

on
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Conclus ion

The prefaces, letters,

and other writings t.haË make up what

might be termed the "documents" of French naturalism provide an
important context in judging Ëhe vrorks of Arnold Bennett. His satur-

atíon in the thought of these documents, either as the thought is
expressed in the novels for r¿hich the documents are often prefaces or

¡.; it is expressed inthe documents themselves, is central to an underît3nding of his development as an auËhor. The concern with style,
,Jispassionate observation, and Lhe ordinary details of. iife
gieaned from French naturalistic

that Bennett

theory was combined with his own par-

ticular choice of subject maËter--the middle class--and his ov¡n insis,f.e-nce

on a "Christlike,

NorËh, Bennettrs

all-embracing compassion." A Man from the

first published novel,

shows most

explicitly

the

effects of French naturalistic theory" In it, Richard Larchrs artistic
compromise

in going to live in the suburbs is

failure is strictly in
an unhappy ending

accordance

to a novel.

seen as a

failure; this

wíth the naturalistic conception of

The O1d I,trivest

Tale, in conErasÈ,

a much more balanced approach to compromise and failure.

The

Èakes

fate of

all the would-be heroes in that novel is that they miss greatness,
with the possibile exception of Constance Baines. Constance succeeds
because

of her obstinacy in the face of change; she, like the middle

class she represents, is triumphanË by virËue of her survival
no mean feat

in the face of implacable time. Bennett has

po\ùer,

remade the
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heroine in his portrayal of Constance Baines in order to reflect
accurately, as his naturalistic
actual life of an ordinary

more

training ever urged him to do, the

member

of the middte class. He attempts

this sort of realistic depiction in

Clayhanger and These Tv¡ain, but

the attempt here is less successful. Bennettrs relentless optimism
about the romance thaÈ Edwin finds in life

somehow

does not ring

as

true as the stoicism of The 01d l^iíves'Tal-e. For all of Edwints protestations that the romance of his life r+ith Hilda amply repays him
for the compromises he

musE make,

unconvincing about his protests.

there is something singularly
Hence the entire message of the

novel--that compromise is necessary for the experience of romance in
middle-class life--ís

undercut. The answer to the riddle of exis-

Ëence that BenneËt continually poses perhaps lies between Richard

Larchts acqueiscence, which is seen as psychological suicide,

and

lÐdwin Clayhangerrs acquiescence, which is seen as the basis of

romance. Such a balance between these tlvo opposing points of view

failure

occurs in The 01d Wives' Tale.

The 01d i^iives

I

Tale is perhaps what

on

The balanced ooint of view in

makes

the story of Constance

Sophia Baines the greatest of Bennett's novels.

achieved the balance, perspective, objectivity,

ordinary life that is the balance of naturalism.

In ít, he

has

and feeling for

and
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York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1960, 1975), p.

10

94"

Arrrold Bennett" The Journal-s of Arnold Bennett, ed"

Newman

Flower (London: Cassell and Co", 1932)" T" 131.
l1
-Journals, I,
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153"

Atrrold Bennett, Letters of Arnold Bennett, êd. James G" Hepburn

(London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1966), II,
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"Letters,

II,

242.

237"

TTl
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,.ra"t., rr,

242.

t' J"r"" Hall, Arnold BenneËt: Primit.ivism and Taste (Seattle;
Unív. of l^Iashington Press, 1959), P.

-" Journalsn I,
L6

17 ,"r."

52"

98.

G. Hepburn, The ArÈ of Arnold Bennett (Bloomington: Indiana

Univ" Press, 1963)' P. 57"
18 -_
*-" p. 80.
Ilall,
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-' Hall, p"

81.

20 u" M. r{. Tillyard,

The Epic strain ín the English Novel (London:

Chatto and trnlindus, 1958) , P. 178.
21
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Hall. p. 70"
22 -- -- p. fö"
llal.l. ,

-" IIa11, p. 76"
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C. PaËLerson, "Cyril Povey: The
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Age: Prose, Poetry,
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York: George H. Doran, 1911), p'
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p. 72

and passim.
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